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ABSTRACT 
Between the years 1789 a.nd 1795, the French nation witnessed the 
emigration of an alarming percentage of its population. Whether motivated by economic, social, or political reasons, these ~mir:res pl~re,d such an hlportant role in the course of events th.at scholars l1ave tradi :.ior~a.lly devoted a great deal of attention to their plight. Aside from r-~enera.l b.1stories, one encounters tracts on virtually every ramification their 
very existence had on the Revolution and its aftermath. 'i'h ..;. . e 
this paper is to co-ordinate much of this material and place 
. . ... r oo,.1ec\., o 
. . ' ... . ... 1. t.. :. n "'o 1 ,~ s proper perspective through the use of contemporar:f pamphlets and journals. Articles and essays written during the first six months of the 
Revolution indicate that those who left the country durin-s tha:, ne!"iod 
mre viewed as the irreconcilables who definitely opposed the mos:, ele-
mentary steps of governmental regeneration. Such outs-poken proponents 
of the old order were not to be tolerated; those who were not muardered in the first instances of popular violence fled in well-found&d fear 
for their lives. All contemporary literature concerning these first 
anigr~s indicate that the nation considered itself well rid of the ob-
stacle they presented. 
As the Revolution progressed, however, and the legislators of the Nationa] Assembly came to alienate larger portions of the society, the 
:image of the emigre began to change. Growing numbers of noblemen a.nd 
priests were being joined by the first disgruntled members of the bour-
geoise, and as the government made no move to curt.all the situation nor 
l 
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to determine how pervasive it was becoming, a growing concern began to 
grip many .sagmer1ts of the society. This general a.la.rn1 was heightened 
during the course of 1790 as rumors and pamphlets deluge.cl France with 
the news that those who had fled the Revolution intended to return and 
defeat it with the help of France's neighbors. 
The events of 1791 only managed to confound the situation as the 
French King attempted in his unight to Varennes" to join emigre· 
forces. The literature of that time bespeaks the uncertainty which 
engulfed the entire nation during that uncertain year. 
The year 1792 proved to be, however, the period when the 6m.igre th.re.at 
appeared most awesome. Never before nor again would those persons 
speak so brazenly, and never thereafter would the patriotic press att.ack 
the emigre so vehemently. Apparently, at that time, on both sides of 
the Rhine, the em.igre was viewed as the instigator of all the troubles 
which befell France during the course of that year. 
The events of 1793 placed the emigre 1n a completely d1fferent 
light as the number of powers pitted against the Republic grew. By 
March of that year, with all of Europa in open opposition, the threat 
posed by the ~migres seemed quite inconsequentjal. Nearly aJJ of the ill-
passioned articles which ba.d previously condemned those persons d1s-
-appeared. Emigre bravado diminished, also, as many of the most outspoken 
members of that group reluctantly relinquished their positions of leadership 
to the more powerful princes of Europe. 
2 
\, 
The Mountain, meanwhile, had taken e~ntrol of the Leg1alat1Te 
.Assembly and was not about to permit the ~migr~s to lose their idectitp 
as a counter-revolutionary force. In the remainder of that ~:ear and 
throughout the Terror the emigres were used to serve the purposes of 
the revolutionary government. of the articles, essa}rs, and r1tporta 
written in reference to the French ex-patriots durinrr that period vere 
concerned with the sequestration, division and sale of ~mi.gre pro!::'")!"'+::r. 
The fact that a sizable percentage of the French nation ha.d em~rated 
during the course of the Revolution was thus b·eing convert.e·d from a 
liability into an asset. 
With the fall of Robespierre came the prelude to the closing chapter 
of the story of the emigres. Maey feared that the Thermi.dorean Reaction 
might precipitate a new emigre offensive; when none was apparent, a .. . 
general feeling of amnesty gripped the nation and soon in-fl1-1er:ced lef:,is-
lation. "' . In response to a final fiurry of emigre oriented prurrpr1leteering 
and journalism, this time highly favorable, the French government announced, 
in the final days of 1794 the first of a growinf~ number of ordinances 
inviting the return of those who had iled t.he great Revolution. 
• 
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Introduction 
The current student of French Revolutionary bi.story cannot help but 
be dazzled and certainly, at first, somewhat bew:ildered by the volUJle of 
materjaJ avaj)able on nearly any aspect of that event which he •ight lfiah 
to pursue. This is certainly understandable when it is realue-d what a 
devastating effect the affairs of the last decade of the eighteenth century 
were to have on the history of the world. Those involved recorded endlessly, 
it would seem1their reactions to contemporary events, and subsequent his-
torians 'Whether they be latent royalists or rabid socialists have been 
only too happy to take up the banners. Now, nearly t'WO hundred years 
sinee the raJJ: of the Bastille, the diligent student m..a.;y read so m.ar1~r dif-
fering interpretations on a. single subject that a)J perspective can be lost. 
He maybe left with a distortion instead of a true picture of what vas once 
so vital and real. 
The story of the emigres is typical. Whether they 'V8re politic.al, 
social or economic refugees, these persons were far too impor·ta.nt to ha.Te 
been ignored in their own time, and the ramifications of their actions 
had.=-~-sueh telling effects on later events that historians have devoted a.n 
ever increasing amount of time and space to their plight. The great di-
versity of the group has invited volumes of comment, and b,ecause the French 
emigrated in sizeable numbers between 1789 and 1795 and because the length 
of their exile stretched to a quarter of a century in some cases, a great 
deal of work has been devoted excl1-1..sively to them. Certainly the fact that 
a large number of flamboyant and genuinely important persons can be counted 
4 
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among their ranks has had mueh to do with the attention that ha.a be·•n 
paid to the movement. But most important, the story of French em~ration 
has been studied because it is one vital aspect of the French ~~ervolu-:..ion, 
and unless we understand that one aspect thoroughly, ve cannot coraprehend 
the whole period a.s we should. A quick review 
research will indicate what our understanding of that 
phenomenon is. 
Two of the most imposing studies, Daudet's Histoire de l' em1~ration 
1 / / e9ndant la Revolution fran~aise and Forneron's Histoire Generale ' ·:10 5 
E11Jjgres pendant la. Revolution frantraise2 present us .nth 6.esc~it>-
.. 
tion of the conditions of those groups which left France du.rinf~ the :rears 
of the Revolution. Their pages a.re fnl 1 of poignant tales and inter-es ting 
anecdotes, but for it aJJ, the reader is left with inform.at-ion which fa1)s 
somewhere between the driest of narratives and the most insignificant of 
trivia. Had these stories been more closely tied to contemporary events. 
more meaningful works would have resulted. 
In a more realistic attempt to portray the effect the eaigres had 
on their times, Emile Gavory,3 and Louis M.adeline, 4 have dealt sp-ecificaJly 
with the emigres and the counter-revolution. Their efforts are both ach!l.1.r--
able and enlightening, but unfortunately an incomplete i.maq:e i5 projf\et&d. 
Yes, the emigres were one vital part of the counter-r·evolutiorutr.f IDOvtnnent, 
but just as they affected it, so they were affected by it, and all of the 
ramifications of that aspect of the movement were not dealt W"ith adequately 
by these authors. Furthermore, while the emigres were most assure<ll:r 
involved in open com.bat with their homeland, their efforts re&c:hed far 
5 
,. 
beyond the field of battle, and their atte.pts at conapiracy and intriga.• 
played far too important a part in the course of history to be up-st.ag&d 
by the f1.ash of a bayonet or the roar of a cannon. Hence, while . ' ":.-r.ese 
studies do yield a great deal of information, the basis of their research 
is too narrow to do the subject justioe. 
In the same ve~n, those historians who have turned their attention 
to the economic aspects of the emigration5 hoped to th.r·ow light on vh&t 
they considered the most important facet of emigre hi.story. There a.re 
not many who will contest the fact that decisions made concerning 
emigre property had telling effects on the pace of the Revolution and on 
events which were to follow. But this cannot be studied as an isolated 
aspect of either the Revolution or of the emigration. It is one facet of 
both which ties one to the other, and it must be studied as it fits into 
the whole, or its impact is destroyed. 
The student may also turn to the work of Fern.and Baldensperger6 llb1ch 
is an imposing intellectual study concerned 'With the role of idaa11 in 
the French emigration. Certainly, no one can deny the fact th&t there 
was a great deal of very profound thought which guided the actions of 
many of the more astute ~migres but to suppose that it was even vaguely 
some sort of an intellectuaJly motivated movement is to dist.ort the 
picture aJmost completely. 
In an attempt to bring things back into focus, Donald Greer7 r·nerted 
to the most elementary question, who were the emigres1 He was astonished 
to discover that of a]l the scholars who had written about those poople 
and of al] the volumes which had described their lives and times, no one 
had a valid answer. AJJ had spoken previously in the most general teraa 
• 
concerning classes and numbers, and no one had said this group, these people 
6 
'\ 
were the ~res. To rectify the situation, Greer employe<l the science 
of statisites to determine the facts of the aatter. Ui .... s 
fruit, his study presents the interested reader with the name~, the cl.a••••, 
and the numbers o:f those involved. His work,ir,1 fact, contains all the 
information which was not available to the F"rench govern.'Uent, the F'renob 
people, and the emigr~s of the time, and this i.s the JX)int at vhich hi• 
work loses some of its merit. Granted, it is er1li;:,htenin~ t.o kr.-ov e:uct.ly 
the way things really were, but if we lose track of 'What the p,eoplo ltvir .. .g 
then thought they were, we have only succeeded in producing yet another 
sham and are stj)] another step away fr·om their ~..;orld. 
AJJ of the works cited above contain a good deal of aerit ~nd their 
authors are to be commended for their efforts. Each in his ovn .a_y, h..aa 
contributed to one aspect or another of the phenonmenon. which is called 
the French emigration. Whether these studies are pursued s1'pe.rately or 
taken as a whole, they help to form a composite picture of that event, 
and thus contribute to our understanding of it. The final result i• 
rataer disordered and undisciplined, however, a.s all of these varied 
interpretations and bits of information come into play with one another. 
So much 81J1phasis has been given to so many aspects of the emigration that 
the pieces nO'. longer easily fall into place and it becomes increat1ingly 
difficult to view the event as it was viewed in its own time. '"1i.at is 
needed is some sort of devise which can serve as a universal me&sur• by 
which a]] of these aspects may be placed in their proper persepctive. 
source must be found which can be used to bring order to the in!oraation. 
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Happily the necessary source for this type of end.e'.'i.vor is available 
and in a .surprising abmidance. In those d a.y s 1-: hi ch c :un c ~ o 1 on r 
the time of' the news commentator , the news .-iournrtl n.nd the n~nl1lot 
Wfre used in a far more e:f-f'ecti ve manner th2n th(·:;/ have come to he l1S8d ' ...J 
( since that time. The newspaper-..... wasr:virttla1ly the only reli-i.·::Lo rnn~·.n;· o'f 
conveying the information which ema.n.-·.ted so profusely from -t.}:e cc:ntern of 
activity, and an alert and ne,·1ly impatient 1-1orld ,o:T"l bbr.d r?.t erich fre!th 
i tern eagerly. The pamphlet, on the other h:1.nd, :~er·vcr1 :i.s :\ ~.ore cP-reful ly 
considered piece of litere.ture by 1,;hich persons of 2.ny nolitical ·i r, c 1 -; n :--_, i -..... • J,_ o-+. II. 
tion or conviction could communicate his id.eas in a :nost n e-. r ~ u ri C" 1· "' .. e;, rn, ;~,.., "" e.· r lllll -· 1---- •ILJ • ... • ,. :jwi ,,,,· i> 
_. • 
Because of the obvious advanta,ees offered by each of these medin. the 
Revolution ga-we· birth to one periodical e__fter ?J1other, ;m(l n~ 1 .... 1TIT";!1..I.oteers 
became so numerous it certainly must have been imnossi ble for e·vcn the 
most concerned citizen to have read all of the most recent observations. 
The journal and the pam!)hlet ,·;ere inherentl~r involved in the most 
pressing issues of their day. They recorded, reacted to. ' :1.na 
events a..~d thus reflected pe~fectly the tone of the times. . .,._ . .. 'S n,·ch .. "'~se ~ ~ .... 1 ~ ti,._. ' ~ ~ I ',;,;l ,. __ 
tw~ can h···used to tem:per all of the facts ;.;hich h;~'le been so carefully 
gathered concerning the emigres. The focus of t}1r:) nrcsont nn.:per lf' to re-
consider many of the emigre-related events in terms of~ tho 
received in the popular press, to recapture the emotion 0:1.ch 
gendered in contemporary pamphlets, and finally 
mation into its proper perspective. 
8 
to nlace all of this infor-... 
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3Emj]e Gabory, L'Angleterre et la 1lendee (2 vols. J Paris, 1930-1931) 
4Louis Madelin, La Countre-revolution sous la R6Tolution 1za9:1a12 (Paris, 1935). 
5Andr~ Gain, La Restoration et lea biens des emigres (2 Tola. 1 Nancy, 1928). 
6Fernand Baldenspergar, Le Mouvement des l'ba.1.gration fran1aise, 1789-1815 (2 vols.-;-P-ar-is-, _1_9_2_4....,.) _____ .,_,;..;_... ____ ..........i~------
7nonald Greer, The Incidence of the Emigration During the F'rench Revolution ( Cambridge, 19.51). 
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Chapter 1 •The First to Flee• 
Probably the summer of 1789, the first SW1mer of the Revolution, has attracted more attention than any other similar period in the re-
corded history of man. Every historian of the Revolution has surveyed 
.I 
the course of events and come to his own conclusions concerning the fore•• 
which were at work in France during those turbulent months. As a result, 
we have at one extreme the description of chaos and rampant anarchy of-fered by Tainel and A.ulard.2 and on the other, the grea tl:r tempered T1evs 
of Mathiez3 and Lefebn-e4, who saw this as only a prelude to better 
things to come. 
But how did that s11mmer appear to those who were so rltal]y in-
volved in the troubles of those times, and how did the world view the decisive actions of both the great and of the not so great? 
To reach an answer to this question, we can turn immediately to 
the maneuverings of one man, in particular, who was the object of mor-e 
than one news article that summer and who "W8.S the antagonist of many &n inf1amatory pamphlet. According to the Les Revolutions de Paris, & liberal newspaper published in Paris and ~ited by Prudhomme, the Coate d' A.rtois was vehemently opposed to the ideals of the Third Estate :~roa the outset. That periodical claimed that, the king's brother vas the 
"haughtiest and most obnoxious of the nobility, t, and was the instigator 
r; 
of most of the trouble encountered in the early d.s.ys of th.at SUD.11.er ., After the Tennis Court Oath had been ta.ken, it was A.rtois who ca.lled. the 
representatives of the nobility tc the apartments of Ma.da•e de Polignac, 
10 
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there to intrigue and develop plots to disperse the representatives or 
the French people. According to one article found in :.r1at pa.~-" du.ring 
the summer of 1789, a "Tower of Babel was b-eing erected right in frol".t 
of that of the true God."6 
.W. R8Volutions went on to name Artois as the leader or t.boae 
princes who addressed to the king, the shameful o.t1nifest.o 'Which ~o 
foolishly slandered the Third Estate. It then accuse-cl him of h&v·ing 
threatened the very position of the king,should the monarch not comply 
with noble wishes. Not satisfied with this, however, Artois reputedly 
delivered still another address in which he blatantly ca.lle,..__i for ooen 
insurrection on the pa.rt of the French nobility. "Judging fr-om theae 
actions", concluded Prudhomme, "we need not JX)nder the sentiments of 
our princes."? 
Needless to say popular reaction was not in f&Tor of A.rtois nor 
of the vast majority of courtiers with whom he associ.ate-d at Versaj)l••• 
There they lived at what had once been considered a safe dis~---n.nce from 
Paris, but with the intensification of public interest during those 
middle months of 1789, that distance seemed to grow sm.a.]_ler .. ..-1th each 
passing day. TypicaJJy, another periodical, "Le Courrier de ·1ersa1llea 
·• Paris et de Paris a Versaj)Jes, was created during the most c!""'l.lcLa.l 
weeks of that summer, and as the name implied, it did its heat t-0 keep 
each center informed as to the events which were so rapidly evolvi.ns: 1n 
the other. Just as the Parisians knew of the hara?1fS~es of Art.ois a.r:d 111.a 
compatriots so the Versai11es courtiers were aware of the goings on in 
the capital. 
11 
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They were only t00 well informed, or so it would seem, of the 
growing tension and the sporadic outbreaks of violence which occured 
in Paris during the early days of July. Each new edition contained 
more and more examples of what could not have appea.re,d to them to 
have been anything but the most dreadful instances of anarchy· and l 
mob violence.8 For some courtiers, Le Prince de Conti, being the 
most eminent example, the events of the weekend prior to the storming 
of the Bastille were enough to send them scurrying for safer terri-
tory.9 They were soon to be accompanied in flight by other conspicuous 
members of the royal household including the wife of Polignec, the 
princes Lambesc and de Vaudemont, and the Comtes de Conde, Baretin, 
and Broglie. These nobles were quickly joined by other outspoken 
personages including Berthier and Foulon. 10 Thus, the first instances 
of what was to become a great movement had already become evident. 
The emigration of these individ11al s caused little sensation in 
the popular press, and Prudhomme's work treats the subject with an 
mteresting touch of smugness. "Their flight, .. he said, "was precip-
itated by tales of heads already mounted on lances--they decided 
wisely to use the least h~A~ily traveled routes--women dressed as men, 
gentlemen dressed as valets, artisans, and poor fa.rmers. 1111 The 
:miplication being that France was well rid of these haughty cowards. 
Artois, a little less ready to conceed to the rabble, waite,d 
until reports were confirmed that the king would indeed condone 
their actions in a ceremony to be held in Paris on Friday, July 17. 
12 
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This being the ease, according to Le CgurrJ..9r, "The Comte lflft on 
July 17 at J:00 a.m. with his children and several attendants. They 
took the road to Fontainebleau. It is believed that- :-le is voim: 
to Turin and from there to Italy. One would advise hi.,,, to cor.tinue 
on to Constantinople; there to perfect the art of governing and then 
take a course in diplomacy."12 
Such levity in reporting was more than adequately reversed 
'When Foulon was arrested on July 23 and returned to Paris. The 
same journals which had spoken so carelessl.v of the :'li;,ht of A.rto1• 
dealt with the trial of Foulon and its aftermath in a :ar less 
blithe manner. Les R8volutions... reJ:SC,yted that havin.i; been int.er--
rogated before a committee at the Ratel-de-Ville, F'oulon was dis-
patched to a prison in St. Germain. En route, unfortunately, the 
passions of the mob became more than the Foulon's guard could vith-
fl 
stand. The prisoner's body was torn to pieces, and his head vas 
carried on the tip of a lance throughout Paris to announce to all 
tyrants the vengence of a pe-ople justly irritated. u 1 J 
No sooner had this event been r!!lated than Berthier vas also 
recognized in flight and returne·d to Paris. The details of his 
execution, though not quite so brutal, were shockin;; all the sa.i1u,. 
Berthier was dispatched on a lamp post facing the F.Otel-de-Ville, 
and Prudhomme added the followin;,- epigram to his report ... Fr,eneh-
men, exterminate all such tyrants •••• you -will be free at last •••• ! 
feel as do my fellow citizens that such scenes as those ve h&Te 
13 
recently witnessed are indeed revolting •••• but think of the good-
ness, the satisfaction, the happiness that awaits you and your children 
when liberty is enshrined in our holiest temples."14 
Added to this were the first ve~tiges of reports of open strife 
in the provinces. 
describing the events of 
July JO, Les Reivolutions noted that the Princesse de Beausfremont had 
been forced to flee, for her chateau had been sacked, the titles of 
her family destroyed, 9.ll her moveable goods taken. Finally, she had 
been forced by the peasants to renounce for her f8.lllily, th.at day and 
forever there after, all seigneurial rights. 15 These, lest we forget, 
were also the reports received by the most conspicous and outspoken 
of nobles. Is it any wonder they fled the country, dressed as women, 
farmers or whatever else might serve the purpose! 
not caused by a loathing for his infamous behavior, but rather because he 
had not reaped the fruits of it.17 The Grand Inquisitor, so VII are told, 
deal to fear as that summer began to come to a close. As they rolled 
Needless to say Artois, the Cond8s and 111.any others had a great 
toward the borders and safety, they were followed by a rash of condem-
nations which abused them in whatever manner seemed fitting. One 
such work which was attributed to Artois, but which most certainly 
did not originate under his pen, was entitled "The Generlll Confession 
of his most Serene Highness Mgr. le Comte d' Artois.- It was supposedly 
made before a grand Inquisitor upon the arrival of the French Prince 
in Madrid.
16 
"Artois' eyes were filled with tears," rela te<l the pamphlet
1 
14 
• 
was unimpressed wi.th such :false repentance :J.nd <tdmonished Artois to 
continue in a more humble fashion i:f he hoped to · .. rin cnl0sti ~J 1 f'~vor. 18 
Artois, having promised to do so, begtJn his confes:-'.ion. l'h ........ , .... .• o : nu,_"', ne 
said, 1-vas not all his 01,m, for he ha.d been cduc;-,.tcd ;-!.~ ..:ere n.11 French 
princes to oppress his country men. t hot1.r~h no~ ;:"1Ji 1 ty 
o:f such blatant 1-;ickedness had failed no"vertholcss to re~.1 i~o ~!1:-,.t i1io 
19 own brothers sought to destroy Fronce,~ and, therefore, did not nl ·,..t),..~;s 
rule as wisely as he might. "To be a r1:ood >. ·1 n,r.:," phi losonhi 7,ed .\rtoie .. 
"one must be in constant eouili bri um ~·~i th the n,".'1..tion. bent 
to throw that equilibrium of:f, but my fiendish r,l;U1c .. :ere foi·.eci ·rzy 
the Third Estate and novr the P2.risianr: themselves no lontrer tolortt.te 
such foolishness and carrv the het!ds of ~;ir::i ·~ ~!r :-:co,u1Jroln arot1nd on 'J 
pikes~1120 vlhere could he go no1.;, lamented 1\rtois, ·,,rr:·,.t C ') . . .,. , • ,,.... .. • 'Li' -· p .J . - Jo ~ .. .... - } Ill ~ \ . .,,, 
' 
'; l insensitive enough to tolerate such R.. traitor as he?c.~ ·r'.110 "l.tJthor of 
the piece concluded 1.;i th the hope that a.11 despotism would be ::ui.nihilated 
and all such traitors ma,ssacred! 22 
The Princes de Conde and de Conti must have been the subjects 
of similar pieces for each had tra.cts nt1l)li!"'.;hod whic1·1 :-n~·lJ'"~cd tJie 
claims of their detractors. In his memoire, Conde exnl·.inec~ thn.t he 
··had left- :first the capital 2J1d then the re~lm- durin~ those Jt11y d~vs 
. th . t t <1 f bl · t · 1 · t 2 3 ~{ h , · 
• · · ,.,, 
1n e in eres o uu ic ranotll i y. te .. ao neon as r.1t1cn 1n ~nvor 
of reform through the 1vinter of 1788-1789 
he 1vas aware that there were abuses in existence ·,rhich 
correction. 24 However, he continued, desire for reform should 
ot 
be 
confused with envy, ambition, or liGense, as the~, .. had bnen nt Voranillea. 25 
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Cond8 concluded by saying that he would sooner 11..-e in p,e:r-petual uil.e 
and abandon al 1 his possessions to pillage and fire be:'ore he '!i."Ou1d re-
26 turn to the place France bad become. How nearly he ;;:ot his rl~hl 
The memoire of le Comte de Conti, which was published in Le 
-27 Courrier on September 20, ws.s very much the srune. The prince in-
sisted that he had acted only in accordance with his duty &r.d challenged 
any of his detractors to prove that he had ever been ambitious politically. 
No one took up the challenge, Conti and the other uncooperative nobles 
were gone, and most Frenchmen, appa.rently, considered. themselves vell 
rid of them. 
This then, is how events oocured during those first turbulent 
months of Revolution; or more importantly, at least, this is hov they 
were related to the world in which they were happening. The chaos 
and disorder so vividly described by many revolutionary historians waa 
certainly not nearly so rampant as one might imagine. However, vhat 
reverses did occur in the order of things were certainly well noted, 
sensationally described, and widely distributed. Whether or not the 
situation was as yet, in fact, out of control, several conspicuous 
figures obviously interpreted them to be so and consequently took to 
flight. The picture painted by contemporary literaturA then is not one 
o:f exalted personalities disdainfnll.y leaving the realm in order to 
avoid events not wort.by of their presenca. 28 Rather, we have a picture 
which shows the precarious escape of the most stubborn and outspoken 
proponents of an unpopular political creed. To those nobles, it appea.red 
that aJJ order was gone from the rea]m, that a]l interna.]. aa.fegu&.rcis 
16 
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had vanished, and that consequently, their very lives were in danger • 
Their fiight then, was obviously not motivated so much by disdain a.a 
it wa.s by stark and well-founded fear. This same fear, as we sh.all see, 
grew and spread during the months to follow and as 1789 became 1790 and 
as that year wore on, this growing, f;preading fea.r would serve to enhance 
the emigre movement and finally would give it appa..rent substance • 
•. 
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Chapter 2 "The Rising Tide• 
During those last warm days of the sum.mer of 1789, the seene •ust 
have appeared placid, indeed, in comparison with the turbulance which 
the heat of July and August had witnessed. Both the nation and the 
National Assembly were adjusting to the ramifications of August 4. 
Paris appeared more tranquil than before, even if there remained a 
tenseness in the air, and out in the countryside the "'Great F'e.ar• va• 
beginning to subside. The most hated enemies of the Revolution vere 
gone; nearly every deputy who remained had sworn to the Tennis ~:ourt 
Oath and now, unobstructed, they could get on with the business of 
f'l'&llling a constitution. As for those who h.a.d left, what could be 
expected of a few disgruntled wanderers? They would roam and :ret and 
do no harm to anyone. The journals of the day in reflectin;; this com-
paratively tranquil atmosphere filled their pages vith treatises on 
the debat~ facing the National Assembly, and for a number of veeks all, 
sensationalism disappeared. 
As the crispness of the autumn began to 
pieces of more alarming news began to appear intermingled. with the 
pedan~ic parlamentary materjaJ. Les Revolutions, for example, reported. 
that letters from Brussels indicated that the emigrated nobles rather 
than dispersing, appeared to be gravitating toward that city.l More 
alarming still was the news that they had been accorded a fine reception 
there arid were a.waiting the arrival of the Coated' Artois. 2 These s&.Jae 
reports insinuated that in Brussels the French nobility intended to 
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press for foreign support b.e:fore they attempted an armed rflturn. 3 So 
gravely was this threat felt that even Le Courrier began publighir~ 
articles which named the aJJies France could depend upon should the 
aristrocrats re-enter under a militant banner. 4 That paper further 
admonished that the French must be rallied behind a united government 1! they hoped to preserve the liberties so recently won.5 
Unfortunately, the government was not united at all, and thia fact became more apparent with each da.y that passed. Those who had svorn 
so vehemently to stand together until France had a constitution were 
beginning to realize that external forces were not the only ones vhich 
could tear their efforts asunder. The more liberal elem,i,nt~ were in-
sisting that a unicameral system was the preferred method by which to 
govern and their distrust of the king led them to demand that he be 
granted only a suspentive veto. Conservative members, on the other 
hand, spoke in favor of a bieameral house after the English manner and 
a full veto for the monarch. As the debates concerning these issues 
progressed from polite to heated and on to inflamatory, the rumors of 
an aristocratic conspiracy flared up again. When these were coupled 
with the reports which were emanating from across the b,order, the 
atmosphere became electrified qnce again. Those deputies who had been liberal enough to vote with the Third Estate in the beginning of the 
summer were now finding themselves in the same straits as did the -igri• during those earlier days of July. When the Women's March ca~ried tho 
king, his family, and the National Assembly back to Paris in Octo'bor, a fair number of duputies, approximately three hundred., requested passport.a 
and headed in the opposite di:rection.6 
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First among these, of course, was Kournier who had been t.he aoat 
outspoken proponent of the liberal faction in the early 5U!lmer. The 
situation had changed so completely in his eyes by the fall that he 
condemned the entire course of events in this manner: 14 Qne us~ the 
word 'nation' to stir up the poorest and lea.st enJ.i13htened ~l&ss ••• -.,11 has become national and now crimes are committed in the name o1" the 
nation. Brigands assume the name of the nation and in each city· a.nd town one can find that 'nation' exercising all of the ri.ghts reserved 
solely for that which is the nation when the word is proporl:t assiv,ned. •7 Mournier, still obviously outspoken was outspoken now from a safer distance. It must be added that those who would argue the fact that he was driven from the heart of France by the same fear wb.ich had 
sparked the flight of the first emigres would have their tor.~ues silenced immediately were they to view the characterir.ation which appeared in 
a December edition of Cami] 1 e Desmoulin' s Revolutions de F'rance et de Brabant.8 In it,a disheveled Mournier, barely astride his horso, is 
seen racing toward the French border. .A.t his back is a wiT'..s:ed lantern 
obviously in hot pursuit. It is undoubtedly the same lanter·n ."hich 
was described so vividly by Prudhomme in July. There were evident.ly 
many who were quite ready to lump these never eaigr~s .rith those vho had ned the first popular uprising. 
In the interest of ending aristocratic hopes forever, Goraaa publicized in November a work entitled uLe coup de grace des Arist.ocratea• which stated bluntly and finally that the "famous leaders of the aristo-
cracy, f'bewildered, quickly took to ilight. They did not have the coura.g• to hold their ground and while it was true that at Versailles the aa.jority were under aristocratic subjugation, at Paris, the m.ajority are patriota.•9 
22 
There is a triumphant air about this article and well there should be for the proponents of the new order had met a second grave ch..a_llenge during those October days and bad emerged, in their own opinion, quite 
unscathed. 
The trial of October 5 and 6 had brought still another unpopular faction under the discerning eye of the public, and the revolutionarf press made careful note of this too. The events surrounding the re-
location of the royal family in Paris were describ,ed in the most ala.raing terms by Mournier in .his "Justification. u According to th..at essay, 
"Under a pretext of a shortage of bread ••• the women and brigands of Paris marched on Versaj]les. The king's guards were slau~htered. right before his eyes, and the queen was forced to flee her apartments in 
order to escape the furor of the scoundrels. Ultimately the king va• forced to go to Paris with his family.ulO 
Gorsas, in reply, scoffed at the word • force·d • • ·The king was 
invited and graciously accepted the invitation to live in the bosom or his people at Paris. ull 
The pictures presented differ greatly a.nd one wonders, at first, howl& Courrier explained the bloodshed which did res-ult from the Woaen'• March. The answer is found in the succeeding paragraphs of Gorsas' 
article which amounted to a blantant condemnation of the highest rank• 
of the mjJitary. According to that tirade, "The bloody events alluded 
to by Mournier were not the result of pop,1Jar vengence at all but wer-e precipitated by the selfish motives of both the a.ristocra.ta and the 
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military offieiaJs who did not wish to relinquish their poV8r OTer 
the person of the king."12 
The events of October fifth and sixth had shown the ancient •guard du corps du Roi" in a very bad light so far as the revolutio~Ary eye 
could perceive, and after that, no matter 110\J much one S})()ke o±" lo:1a"lt.y 
and tradition, the king's personal guard was not to be an accept&d r~~iaent 
within the confines of the nation. Le Courrier B"f)Oke of the aatter 1n 
these terms& "I think it is horrible that anyone s}1ould atte1'.l!pt to 
delude our young people with lies which were obviousl:v fa.brica ted 't-;:: the 
enemy and are so harmful to the public good. It is sad but tnie :hat 
the 'Corps' did insult the honor of the nation during those da:ts and 
should be treated in accordance with their actions. ,,lJ Hence, the m.ost 
loyal division of the military was feeling the first stings of public 
animosity. A number fell at the feet of a king who would not order thea 
to retaliate, and many of the rest hoped to find a more spirited. object £or their loyalty across the border in the person of Artois. B:f mid-
October 1789, the emigration from the top ranks of the milit.ary had begun. Once these persons were safely located on foreign soil, it va.s not long 
before they would launch a massive propaganda ca.mpa.gin in the 11o~s of 
stirring other military personnel to imitate their actions. li+ 
With the assembly relocated at Paris, the deputies turned to vh&t 
was certainly the most pressing question with which they had to deal -
the financial problem which still faced. the nation. The solution the-v 
. finally devised wa.s not original but it had worked in the past an-d there 
was no reason to believe that it would not save the situation nov. 
·I 
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The church was, according to the cn.hiers, obvi :,usly in need of re-
orP:"anization and 1-;ould do 1-rell to return to tl1e t)·-;_sis unon ·rrhich it hnd 
,_, 
been founded. What better rray to le:1.d the cler.:::ynon ·:~~.c~:. -t.o thoir 
oath of poverty than to divest the church of all itc nroperty. And 
so it was decreed in November 1789 that all church nronertv was at the • • 4IJ 
disposal of the nation. Traditional e.s this sol t1tion wnn, it ~pp~~ .. rently 
caught both the Gallicans and the universal church off 
Catholic world was tempora~ily thrown into a frenzy of 
F'"'l' . T C1" . · r r; "". '•- 8 r . _J • - _,. 'II u_ V,. • 
,...,, . 
con1usion. 
1ifost of the lesser clergy, 1.,orn bet1·reeY1 their comrni tmonts to the 'rh.ird. 
Estate and their obligations to the church, did not· l-:no,; 110w to rcn.c't. 
It took I·urther 1.egislation to deLermine their future. ..... ' . '.,.· 'l'':l 1 ~ 1. :--. er . .l .. _ ...... ~ .. - ... l. -
clergy, on the other hand, having made seve1'"'al P.ttempts to r·;i.l :.y sun-.:.ort 
to their cause, including every manner of· coersion, or so .. ,.e :-i..rC 'told, l5 
decided to take the only path open to them. .Lhey "oo ·~ L •·d ·..,hct country • 
Their decision, which was described by tl1em "to be . ., """ .......... + h ~ '.·~,e..--1-. V .• V ... , .,.) V 
-
of both God and man, was por"tra.yed in some~·1hat less admirable terms i.n 
a contemporary pamphlet entitled. tr.Le Depart. de l ,.... n ,.... - .. \J.-ur, e.... . 1n 
that brochure, the anonymous ~,.uthor de~ __ :.l t 1·:1.rst ·,.;i th th- i.,-noble a.t-
tempts by which the ecclesio.s 1..,ics tried to ··save the immense for 1..une 
they \had) accumulated over such a long period of time, rit the exponae 
t · 16; Wh t . 1 d l . , t 1 
o:r he peopJ.e. ·· en heir e;:-i_ ers re _ized "n: _ r1l m(mncr 01· pro to at, 
both legal and other11ise, nad Iailed, "tbe;:r 2-1.1egedly sen~ one 01· thoir 
number to address l,he .National Assembly. 17 Having 1,aken the s1.and bc1·ore 
i;he represen"tati ves 01 the nation, '"the archbishop supposealy st 0 .ted tnat 
he was, indeed, leaving the country and advised his :t'el. ows to Join 
~5 
p 
- . 
him in his :-search for a realm in whieh archbishops were considered aor,e 
than just passive citizens. His quest, he said, would t-aJ:e 
place not yet penetrated by justice.18 While it is obvious that no 
prelate ever addressed the National Assembly in this manner, th~ paa-
phlet amply reflects the sentiments of the French nation at the tiae 
of the emigration of the high clergy-. As in the case of the most 
notorious members of the nobility, of the most stubborn of the ari•to-
cracy, and of the most loyal of the military, those who could not 
adjust to the rigors of revolution were better off else where, and 
France was well rid of them. 
But was this the case? Had France heard the l.ast of the eaig,rea, 
or would they become a greater threat outside the realm th.an they had 
been in it? 
In December of 1789, the Favras oonspiraey was uncoTer&d and 
taJk of it fiJl.ed the journals and pamphlets for months to follow. 
~ That plot, which was contrived by the ill-informed Marquis de Fa.Traa 
was aimed at abducting the king and launching an insurrection in 
the pa.n@amonium which ensued. Although it failed, the affair unnerTed 
a number of proponents of the Revolution. Nevertheless, some sati8-
faction was derived from the fa.ct that b·ecause the aristocratic 
instigator still resided within French borders, it vas simple enough 
to arrest, try and execute him without creating an internB.t::or:.a.2- rov. 
But what if some emigre were to attempt the sa.me thing1 Suppose 
A.rtois should manage to enlist the aid of one of those foreign prino•• 
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he was in constant contact with, and they attempted an inTasion and 
and succeeded in marching on Paris! How would the nation react? Hov 
would the National Assembly handle the problem? Could the H.evolution 
survive open conilict with another European power? These -era the 
questions precipitated by the Favras conspiracy which were to fill 
the air throughout 1790, and as events unfolded both within and outside 
of France that year, such an eventuality appeared more and more likely. 
The first thing one notices in comparing the observations made 
concerning the ,migr~s in 1790 with those that had been made during 
the previous year is the marked growth which had occured in their 
numbers. What had appeared to contem.JX>raries and what had been des-
' cribed by the journalists of the time as a few ill-tempered and sel-
fish individuals was apparently becoming, by the early months of 1790, 
a sizeable portion of the population. Now it must be recalled that 
there were no tallies ordered by the government at th.at time and. it 
occured to no one to attempt to measure just how prevalent emigration 
was becoming. Hence, all were at the mercy of what reports were 
available from eyewitnesses. These, when ta.ken together, formed. the 
composite impression contemporary Frenchmen had of the movement. 
Consequently, when a lieutenant stationed in Alsace claimed that the 
procession of carriages crossing into Switzerland never ceased,19 
and when Les Revolutions ••• reported that London papers vere stating 
that "the number of French fugitives who were at Turin ia 90 great that 
two big sheets, and all the nev houses in London 
are filled with French refugees,20 the entire character of the move-
ment began to take on new dimensions. 
27 
The ranks of the refugees were further swelled by acts promul~at&d 
by the National Assembly. For 
were held and the provincial aristocracy fared so poorly t..~a.t rroa 
that time on the ancient manorial authority, so lon;:: in cor:~~!"ol 1n 
the villages, was destroyed. This led a good m.a n~1 o ~~ the no ·n 1..1 it:{ to 
become disenchanted and when on June 23, 1790, heredit.a.r:r nobility 
was abolished, many began feeling as if their interests mi¥.ht better 
be served elsewhere. 21 Fina]1y, with the suppression of the 'Dl..r1i-
ments tha.t same year, a large percentage of the noblesse de rob"8 vho 
had been the last sizeable faction of the nobility to reai.st the 
earlier current also chose to emigrate.22 
Thus, the ranks of the emigres were being enhanced as le.g1•lat--
ion increasingly affected new levels of the s.ociety. 
The legislation did not only work vertically in the society 
however, but horizontally as well. The legislation va.s "national" 
and consequently every corr.Ar of the realm was subject,, to it. Thi• 
being the case, opposition spread apace arrl emigra~ion heca..me a 
national phenomenon, as is witnessed by the report of one orovinci.al .. 
observer who noted "until now there were hardly any emigres fro• the 
Mayenne, (but) during the l.ast eight days a large number leave Laval 
every night, and they announce loudly that they are going to join the 
malcontents.u23 
Nor were the aristocrats the·anly ones to eai.grate in increasing 
numbers. Apparently unmindful of the situa.tion they were helpin~ to 
create, the revolutionary press continued to foster the emi;rration of 
military personnel by regularly attacking the actions of every corps 
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guard units. Les Revolutions ••• , for example, 
ran a series during the week of March sixth-thirteenth which was 
... intended as an expose of every anti-revolutionary s.ct commit te-d by a loyal regiment of the king since the previous June.24 Such articles did little to enhance an already unfortunate situation. When venality 
was abolished in February of 1790 and insubordination became rampant in the ranks, a considerable number of both army and nav~l officers 
threw up their arms in disgust and left to join their comrada9across the Rhine. 
Acts passed by the National Assembly during 1790 a.lso sent a large number of the lesser clergy across the border. Prompted by a barrage of propaganda, daily issued by the prelates who had already fled,26 the clergymen who ha.d remained behind, already unsettled by 
the acts of 1789, balked at the promulgation of the Civil Constitution. The imposition of the Oath in November of 1790 drove an even larger 
number to less heathen climes. 
For those revolutionaries who remained unruffled at the apparent 
rapid increase in the incidence of emigration, other more provocatiTe 
events were cited in the reading material of the day. 
During the spring and early summer, a number of a rticlea,- appea.red 
of emigre counter-revolutionary- activity. Le Courrier ••• , as early as 28 January, reported that revolts in Savoy, 
-----
Dauphiny and other border areas were created directly by emigre m.anip-27 ulation. The papers were filled, one after the other, with exposes or 
alleged ,migr6 plots which were intended to destroy the :Revolution. Les R§yolutions •••• described the situation in this ways HThe aristo-
crats are working against the Jlevolution vith an increased degree of 
intensity. Their ranks grow larger with each day, and though plot a.rt.er 
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plot is discovered, st1ll, they find new ways to destroy the work or 
the National Assembly and of true Frenchmen.'' 28 Thi1J infonu. tion vaa ao-, 
companied by the description of yet another plot b:r which the eneuty fi.rst 
intended to throw the regiments into disorder, then, reformin~ tho :..r-ooo• 
• 
~ndep- aristocratic command, they would place Paris in a st.ate of 
seige. Once aristocrats had rallied the suffering people of th.at city, 
they would seize the leaders of the Ravolution and kill them k2neci~:_a. tely • 
20 thereby throwing all patriots into a state of frenr.y. , Such .-er-e the 
articles which appeared day after day through the first months of 1790. 
The fear of enemy inTasion grew in la.te F'ebrua:r:f wher: Jo.sep:-i - -i 
~--"-' 
the Holy Rom.an Emperor, died and Leopold II assumed the triple crovn. 
Joseph had been plagued with the revolt of his ovn nobility and vas fa_r 
from eager to assume the cause of Louis XVI. Leopold, on the other hand 
viewed the situation more sympathetically, or so the papers 30 of 
would>,have had the public believe. Many apparently ex-pected. the a.scer,t 
of the new Emperor to bring a striking change of events, and when the 
Austrian troops invaded Belgium in August, there was more than one con-jecture as to the supposed imminence of war. But a coalition of tho 
emigres and the foreigners was not to occur in 1790, and the situation 
cooled deceptively as winter again descended upon Europe. 
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Chapter J uThe Growing Threat and Legislation at Lastl -- 1791• 
Wl1en the deputy Chapelier had suggested in late Nov~ber or 1790 
that some sort of regulation should be imposed on the free flow of 
. persons across the French border the Assembly had virtually hooted dovn • 
. his idea. Most of them felt apparently that a nation which considered 
itself to be the very embodiment of freedom could not restrict the right 
of emigration. Aside from that, for the time being an:r..iay, the threat 
which emigration had posed to the security of the Revolution appeared 
to have subsided and the law makers nestled themselves for a second 
time into a strange sort of lethargy! .. They were in for a rude awakening 
however, as events unfolded in the next year. 1791 would o:ro~'1e itself ... 
to be a time of strong undercurrents as well as one of devastatinr: shoe.ks. 
Of primary concern to the leaders of the RevolutionW&:$ the on-
slaught of propaganda which attempted through threats, cajoles, and 
pleas to lure the weaker patriots away from their native land. The 
media used was the pamphlet and what seemed to be an endless number of 
~ these were directed at every segment of the society. Typical are the 
following excerpts taken from one such piece, written early in the :tear. 
"France is in a state of anarchy1 There are no more laws or courts 
and the French citizen is a slave to the brigands who form the };ation.al 
Convention."2 In Chauviry, the narrative continued, ''the ?E3asants act-
ually forced M. le Comte d'Ambli to flee by chasing him away with pitch 
forks. In Arras. M. le Chevalier de Vitermont received nearly the auae 
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treatm.ent."3 How could the nobility who remained behind support a 
government which tolerated, even encouraged such action. ~text the 
pamphleteer turned to the army, saying ... Brave Warriort,l Your honor vUl 
permit you to remain silent no longer. How can you pretend to serTe a 
king who is a prisoner--or are you the assistants of the h.an~n7 4 
This was followed by the suggestion that all loyal soldiers ,..a5semble 
in (their) provinces. Rally the people,• cried the &uthor, "to the 
c; cause and renew your solemn duty to serve :rour ~:in~-:i:. '1 j From this ad-
dress to the army the author of the "'Don Patriotaue'' turned to the r..at.ion 
as a whole and askAd, "how can you rem.a.in silent while these scoun·d:rels 
remove provincial privilege, and the perror:1:ati1 es of the orders. 
can you not take action when they pillage churches and hUJiii1- :.a. ':f~ 
. , 
ttOV 
clergy? How can you ignore the d:estruction of all that vas r1onored 
and traditional in France76 °Frenchmen," the author concluded, ... If 
religion, if justice, if the spectacle of your king outr-a..red an·d cap-
tured, are not enough to incite you to take action--th#3 ruin of ~'ranee 
is inev:i.table~.? Then, as if in anticipation to the reaction his pa.a-
phlet would draw from the spokesmen of the Revolution, the author added 
"While I write this I hear rumors of another conspiracy. • • t!ov :rou a:re 
fooledl All of these conspiracies are invented to raise your "r.J~i t:r. Ha• 
any been proved? Were those against Cond~ or Broglio--l~ol These men 
, 
It do not long for your ruin. It is the deputies who conspire a:,~a.inst 
you."8 A comtempora.ry pamphlet which is representative of literature or 
_the more recent emigr~s, s:poke of the course of events, 
I have been asked to ex-plain the intention of the •1grea and conjecture upon the result of a successful re-entry· on their part into Franceo The Revolution i,;as the cr1ild o.:' I_,ot1is x·.r: who realized the need of some sort of re2"er.er-atior .••• !t ~.-as welcomed by the nobility, the parlimentl·an;i t.he entire nation. 
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These are not frightened words; they are defiant, bellige~ent and 
determined words made in a new vein which reflected the current imn.;te 
enjoyed by the emigre. lf Greer would ln.1:;le the first to :" loo "the 
emigrf3s of disdain", and call those v1ho follo·wed .. the ~mirT~s of :"'e.?..r", 
contemporary literature seems to indicate that the revF,:rso ·1,as true. 
• 
Though Conde, Artois, and l•Iournier escaned 1.mder cover of tl1e nir.:-ht those 
who followed them, if the reports of their embar~,:ation 
were neither secretive about tl1eir escape nor 1·rere they s1'.y in procla .. iming 
their intentions. This is best understood when one roali?ses the fact 
that the emigr'es wer.e, by late 17_. 0 and early l 7'jl' bccosin:: a rather 
formidable counter-revolutionary force and the ~ rench r:o~,;ernment wns 
doing nothing about it. 
Under those circumstances, the government was forced to deal that 
spring with a problem it hoped would not arise. 
February two Hourbon aunts left the realm for Rome a....vid the more n.dventurous 4 
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deputies and the popular press began conjecturing on the possibility or the king's attempting a similia.r maneuver. This led to a running con-troversy as to exactly what the king's role was, how much freedom heh.ad, 
and ultimately where his loyalty rested. Represent . .ative of the lihera.l 
side of this ~rguement was pamphlet written by Theuret and entitle,d 
"Sur L'Obligation du Roi de resider dans le Roya.um~ 1.lJ In that vork the 
author stated that it was not his intention to down-grade the kin~ person&l1y nor the J!lajesty of the throne which was the keystone of the constitut:ion. 14 However, it remained a fact that the king was the pr:i:ma.ry public function-
ary and as such must rem.a.in close to the legislature a.t .. all times. If he did not reside in the realm, he could not perform his duties as cha..rged.15 In accordance with this,Thouret suggested that should the king leave 
the country on other than official business and be asked to return by the legislature and should he refuse to comply he was oor.s-~ deroo to ha.Te abdicated his roya.lty.16 The implication was clea.r1 should Louis take flight and join the ·emigres, he would then have no legal claim to the throne. Hence the king would either cooperate or he -would not be ki~. 17 
From across the border came encouragement for the poor belea(~uorfid Louis in the form of the pamphlet .. Adresse des Bons Fran<yais au f{oi." 18 In that statement the ~migres were picture,d as the best of tll r'rench people who bad been forced to leave their native land out of love : ... or it. They had, the author continued, but one senti:aent1 that of ~ha king 1 s 
19 
sorrow; one thought, that of his glory; and one hope, that of his Tirtue. They admonished him not to condone the actions of that ~il t:r &1s~911bl_y 
of which future generation (would) speak only with horror, for no one 
1: 
.• 
had the right to q_ualif"y a kine's royalty. ";:;ire, you are the king or 
France and are thus above all jurisdiction."~() The -~uthor 
essay with the following note, .. Your true subJects :md -.11 of .. ·'~"""Ope '"",/I .•.•• ' 
1-rill not.. believe tho,t you are free u.ritil you are ~~urr0unded by n l n.rge 
loyal army, until you can travel to 2J.1Y pro,n.nce . l ~., ............. ron?m, and 
.·, 
' \ until your ministers are responsible to you al. one."· ~- 1Jot11 ~, en.I· od 
here to challange the authority of the I'1ational ..t\ssembly, vou-1d soon 
accept it. 
ln the early spring ot· 1 f;Jl, the situation was ra--c!1er proc·1.rioun. 
.. 
Not only 1tras a large and 1·ormidable force rorming aLo:1r- ·h, ·D. -.. · . n ,.. ,. . 1: .. ~ - .... ._;,-t 
~\ranee but the less convinced ci~izens were t~e con;tan~ ObJOC~n 0 • .,.,, 
.t. 
most determined propaganda. Above all t11is, t}lc ·1. .. or)' L0y;,.l t:t ot· tho 
king was the subject o~ widespread doub~. 
Bull in March which condemned not only the trcitment . .. rccn1voc 
French clergy but ~he entire Hevol1Jti ·,,n ~t.r: ·well, tr:e 
of 
'the 
seemed qui~e doomed. The ~on~iff's decree n .. rtmn1ng contro-
versy between emigr~ and .Loyal .tt'renchme.n. 'l'nese argucments r;t~ccoecl ·Cl ln 
L2 creating more havoc and con.£usion. 
at ~he mercy of all these problems, the revo1uL1onary psyche must 
nave been unse"ttled indeed by June ox 1-r;:11. Sens:i.n,s the con1~us10.u., 
1,he »epu"ty li·rt~\;eau addressed the .National .A.ssembly on t110 c1evontr1 of 
that month. In his speech he recognized the r~ct ~ha~ ~here was a 
great deal or ac~ivi~y beyond the borders ana that ~his, more than 
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merely the drilling of militia, consisted of vriting and sending into 
France the most incendiary propaganda as wel1.2J Fr~tenu a1lude<l in 
his address to the pamphlets which were aimed at the artilY and at the 
society as a whole. These, in recommending first one and then another 
24 
solution to the chaos, were all meant only to produce more confusion. 
Rome, he insisted, was yet another source of the current F'rench trou'olos 
and mentioned that one need not look far in Paris itself to find that 
the most unjust essays were enarnating from the Eternal City. 25 Freteau, 
then went on to make his suggestion; "An address, "he said, "must be 
delivered to the French people in order that we might calm them and 
dispel their re·a.:rs."26 The nation finally got its address but only 
after the situation had grown a goo,d deal more precarious. 
The king's flight to Varennes, his capture, his return to Paria, 
and the discovery of the note he had left behind were great tr1ala 
which the Revolution survived surprising well. Perhaps it was the 
coolness of the National Assembly in the face of mass confusion. 
per~ps it was, moreover, the fact that the escap-e failed., but aoaehov 
the leaders of the Revolution emerged from tr,..a t or-deal stronger than 
they had been prior to June 20, 1791. 
However, although the Assembly had shown strength in a till• or 
extreme adversity and while its members garnered power fro• a ne.arl.y 
disastrous situation, the position of the natior. as a vhole va3 ~ot 
stablized as a resui-t- of those actions. 
flight was to have far reaching 
for the rest of Europe as well. 
The f ailu.r,e of the 
.. 
The most :immediate result of Louis' atteapted escape vaa that it 
forced the National Assembly to take action. On June 21, fearing 
that the king might reach allied forces, it ordered the borders of 
France be closed. Finally the Assembly acted to deter the escape 
of so many French nationals. This soon proved highly insufficient. 
Louis' flight, whether he would admit to it or not27 had been the fl.rat 
phase of a master plan of counter-revolution which had been devised 
by General Boui]]8, 28 When it fa.lied so miserably there was app.a.Y-~:ntly 
no holding back the flood gates of mass military emigration. 'r'hose 
who had remained on French soil, in hope of joining a native counter-
revolution, had their hopes dashed and those who still opted ·.:.o 
remain behind were the object of still nx,re intense coersion froa 1.: ~~ 
across the Rhine.29 
believed themselves to be, that fact is entirely inconsequential for 
If the ~migre forces were not in the summer of '91 all that they 
their impact rested not so much on the strength of the saber as it 
did on the power of the pen. Pamphlets, such as the one issued by the 
iimigr8s a.t the "Camp du Jal8s~" insisted that an invasion was imm:_nent 
and predicted that a]l of France would ra]ly to the cause and march to 
crush Paris.JO 
threat led the revolutionary press to insist that a more stringent 
Such polemics did not reassure the capital in the least. This 
ordinance be leveled against emigres and when other more ominous pro-
nouncements :from eastern courts stirred the city, the frenzy for stricter 
legislation was drastically increased.Jl 
The actions of the Assembly at the time of Louis' flight and 
39 
during the weeks which followed only helped to compound the issue. 
It could no longer be denied by the other monarchs o: Eurooe that the 
king and queen of France were indeed prisoners of the nation, and 
this being the case, Leopold of Austria was exp,ecte,d 
sort of commitment. If he should, France's position would be greatly 
enhanced if the necessary preventative legislation were alread:t in 
existence. 
In accord with these sentiments the t1a.tional As5embly ordered 
on August 6, 1791, that no French citizen would be permitted to leaTe 
the country on other than official business. The bill further en-
joined those who had left before July 1, 1789 to return a.nd stated that 
:should they comply, they would suffer no penalty. Those who declined 
were to be taxed three times due. This decree, which 
was neither strong enough to frighten the ex-patriots to retu,rn nor 
sweat enough to attract them, was further abrogated by the fact that 
no means was provided by which to enforce it. The Assembly, apparently 
guilt ridden over having to limit the freedom of movement, continued to 
be remiss in this area. The situation was further confounded. vhen six 
weeks later the constitution was ratified and tll regulat.1on of eaig~ation 
was strictly forbidden. 
The French nation was presented with an unsettled picture at thi• 
point. While expatriated nationals drilled and plotted on the very 
borders of France a.nd when the leaders of the emigres firia lly· :n.ana~ed 
to secure a pledge (misleading though it was) from the Holy Roaan 
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~mpe:ror, the Frer1cn government reac"led1 •• by voiding any 1egi.slnti.or1 
it nad ever posted in restric-r,ior1 01· e:-:-:igr:-tion. 
l ") policy "t,na1, vir1,ua.1ly every sec:rnent OI the society I rom ~::o ;,~ingJ· on 
do1m voiced 1 "s oppos1 tion. A St O ...... m o I p ·, n'I n}, .Le ... ("'" e ,...., ,....., , ~ 1'\,.:.. .. ~ ~ :.u.,. :- ~ • l, ... ' . ' ••. ' y J.. ... '-' '>•· "'no na. t.1.on 
jj . J4 . J :1 when such no uabies as 1Jurnas, t.,ondorce ", a.nu br1 s: o 1., ~ 04';~0..t·oa 
t,heir so.Lu1,ions "t,O wha"t 1·:-as ~eJ.·tain.1y -'1n U""':lu.i. t..U:rlt1t..c . Cl \..Ua \.. ! "')i&. ~ue 
woras of JjiJ.lard--va.renne C?Jl be con--·ic-~ca pern·1 nr· tr.o mont ronre-
t t . ..p t, . l • t t sen a 1 v e o. _ .:.11 s __ 1. er a ure • !ie contender:.~ ... h '"""t •. t t·. 
I,,. .... ·-.·-· • 
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Such arguments were too l>Tell t~ken under the ciroumota.noes to 
·be long ignored. 
that any French national who had emin:T'ited f'or reason of the 
Revolution must return by January 1, 1792, or be subJect to the 
penalty of death • 
.. 'l'he Declaration of 1791" which was the product of this SR.me 
period well described the atmosphere as that yer1.r drew to a clone. 
Written as much to reassure the French people as it was to varn 
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those who would take up arms against the .aivolution, the declaration 
spoke of the situation in this way, 
For the first time since its liberation, the French nation is driven to the very brink of war. This situation has evolved because our rights a.s a nation have been offended and our dignity has been outraged. We name the emigres i-1ho have used the name of our king to veil their evil projects and who have never relaxed their attempts to ·undermine our p43gress, as the inst.a.g-ators of the current situationooo The emi;res are guilty of corruptive means intended to rnislead ou.r citizens and to excite the people of the frontier. It is considered necessary and imperative that this type of activity be halted before they can do real damage to the homelandeee42 Such are the motives of our current attituda~ and action and never have any been more justified • .J 
Obviously the tone of the Revolution had changed greatly in 
the course of one year. As contemporary literature 'WOuld indicate, 
first the nation and finally the legislature had become aware of the 
apparent threat posed by counter-revolutionary forces and decisive 
action, though long overdue, was the ultimate result. Onl:y as events 
were to unfold with the dawn of 1792, however, would those involved 
become fn]ly aware of the impact of their decisions. 
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Chapter 4 "The Year of Confrontation - 1792" .. 
If one is left, having read the t'Declaration ••• of 1791" vith 
the impression that war was inevitable and that all of France wa~ eoa• 
mitted to this proposition, one has tasted a bit of the a·~osphere which 
surrounded circumstances in those times. 
Subsequent historians, of course, will insist that such was not 
aetua]ly the case; that no country and no independent group was irrevocably 
.. 
committed to the principle of war and that what may have app-eared to have been a united front was in fact a badly splintered facade, But 
again it is not our purpose here to discover how things really were 
so much as to recreate the appearance they assumed. 
The fact that Leopold's pledge at Pillnitz had, for the ti.me be-
ing, at least, a hollow ring, is not so important when one discovers 
that the journals of the day were regularly reporting that C~ermari and Austrian troops were assembling in Coblentz1 and that there was every 
reason to insist that a coalition of the European p:rwers had indeed been reached. It seemed that the foreign armies were about to converge 
on Francel 2 When this type of inf'ormation was cpuple,d with the out-
rageous claims of the emigres a very ominous picture was the ult1a1te 
result. 
Were the French really less united than one might gather from 
the "Declaration ••• "? Perhaps they were, but again i.f one dwells too long on the division which act11]ly existed, one distorts the over all 
image. For regardless of what their own selfish motives m.aj'r have been, 
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not one authoritative body (except for the lonely Robespierre).did not opienly 
welcome the prospect of war as 1791 drew to a clo5e. Even in the popula.r 
press after 24 December not a single anti-war article was 
France appeared united on this count if on nothina1~ else. 
As 1792 opened, the contemporary literature reflected these saa• 
attitudes and events and to an even more intense , a.e~ree, 
reported activities at fever pitch and the French or. both sides of ~he 
border were alternately reassured and agitated by both documented and 
undocumented material. 
Typical of the literature coMpo~ad by the em1gres an,d distributed. 
among the natives are these excerpts from a notorious contfl1!1porar:, 
pamphlets 
"Brave Soldiers," 
War is imminentt 
tyranny threatens 
of the earthooe4 
these scoundrels? 
The insolent assembly which ru.les 1~~rance vi th us haughtly, braving her frenzy, al1 ~~A ~~~ors Do You po S Se S S t-h e 'o· 0 c::: pr: e q Cc r r-·1 r~ ~ f~' -1 + 
-, ~ i. ~-, .,. .. ·.,.-.l ..... V CJl.. l..J ._,, .i. 4 \--" -......:> ... ,____,, .._. ~-J .___. . . .___..._, _.J ' ~ J '-· ~- ".. ._ ~ -. ,, •. -· ' 
. . We do no t b e 1 i eve it t \•f1;. a ---J ! : ~ o ::. :=-, -::-- a·;·, ~ " · s c<: ·:: ' .-, r a shedding their blood for scoundrels ;..I~10 ::avt: cios~~.::.J:,·r,ci ·~·,1r1 -t:. ·.ar-and the throne1 Wha t1 Under the shame ~~ul s :_ar:c.:a Td s c, ·· .-:~ :· .-,·l"; ~ r~-sensitive philosophers, of a fe1'."1 vain lef:islators /01_: :N-:_~--~ ~r~::-ch against the brothers of the king o o o a a:7,air~s t, tho S":; o~c: o ~- ~· ~.~{· ·:"s who for so long held your confider1ce, shared :.rour ·~o~·=< .1.r~j wr10 in happier times sought the glor:r of conquerin:: or ~iea ·::,h ·,.;i th :rou •• • 5 
Look at that group of usurpers who h.ave shoved (Loui3) from his throne only to take his place, who have robbed him o: his power only in order to rule the countr~r with 3. t:,.rranny· w~ic:-: :s as dishonorable a.s it is cruel! See ( the >in?;) co,,e·r-,ed -,.; -; ·--:-~ s i-1a~e, conserving nothing more than a shadow of ro:1al t21 ar.d ·oecorni~i~ the play-thing of 700 despots. 6 Well, we are gain?~ to save hital Will you do battle against us? 
Yes, we wish, nay, it is an honor to do our sa.cred duty, to break these cha.ins and to put him back on the throne o: his fathers and to bring back to his feet the people who wore led astra.yeooo Don°t you blush, brave soldiers, to call '/OU!"selves the accomplices of rebels and the enemies of the ~ood :/rench people who will sacrifice themselves to avenge hinii Do you •ant an 
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indignant universe to say, one day, that the princes and nobles saved their king, and the arMY" of the king fought - 7 them? •••• 
But you, warriors, born faithful as well as brave, have you forgot the pledge you made to your king, and under his banner? The name of the king, the name that meant victory so often to your fathers, doesn°t it likewise touch your heart? A.ren ° t honor and tradition still in the soul of the I;'renc h grenadier? Separate yourselves from the rabble who clamors for blood and replace the glory that was ~enri rv'so :ou have for far too long not"1" been dishonored by the colors of tr1.e Due d'Orleans. Sha.re with us the glory of setting a ~:ing free, of returning his crown and let the world again recognize the French army by its hearty cries of 'Vive le Roi.' 
Such harrangues deluged the French people through the wint.er and 
early spring of 1791-92 and if they unnerved the provincials, such 
addresses as the following were intended to soothe the fears of all 
true Franchmen, 
If France is now beseiged by the rnost trying problems, it is not the constitution nor the new laws which are the cause, but rather the stubborness, the pride, the arro:-:-ance and the hostile conduct of the emigres and their accompl~ces who, jealous of the right of which they were so jus :,l_-I cieprive,d, and which were then distributed among the people ~w'ill r.ot now permit the people to enjoy these rights in tranquilit.:·ro ·:'he~{ desire only trouble, blood, and carna2:e1 One ma~t rest assured, however 9 that France would flourish and that nearl~'f all :-he citizens would be far happier if her enemies outside ~he !'ealm would not hinder so many of the good decrees and the pr-o:npt execution of the law 9 by retarding their publication 11 t,~; put1 lish-ing incendiary brochures, by inciting revolt, and b:r slar~cier.; ns:, the AssemblyoooeThis is why we cannot view them but as scoundrels and monstersl 
However despite their destructive efforts, pa. t-i ence, zeal, arms, munitions and courage on our part will render hopeless a.1.1 they attempt. We will triumph and they will become the victilla of their own misdeeds.9 
The French Assembly, subject at once to the same literature and 
consequential emotion, re-enforced these words with legislative action. 
As if disappointed by the la.ck of response to their decree of November 9. 
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and at the same time off ended and angered by the increase 1n iai.g·r, 
bravado, that body ordered on February 1, 1792 th.at pa~sport5 would 
again be required for all foreign travel ( in the hope ti-'..a t e:n:,~y-a··:.ion 
would be made more difficult). And, on February 12 of th.at ::ear, fa.r 
d.e~punitive action was ta.ken when the Assembly reco~nize.d the 
/ , principle of sequestrative, E i ' ... ,,..., m gre property was .1.. rom ,,,fl.il:. rl n ... 
'v,. a..) on 
subject to confiscation by the state. If those who hAd le:t could not 
be induced to return, the government could at least now .. coun 1.-er their 
actions by making use of the properties they haci been forced to leaYe 
behind. 
Events by this time were moving swiftly toward their innit.able 
conclusion; the assembly, obviously ire;te ·wi·th the attitude of the # 
emigres, had abandoned their attempts to lure them back. :'he o'!'".i.;\r·es, 
if their literature can serve as any sort of a. barometer of t:1eir mood, 
were becoming more hostile and belligerent with each n~w month. When 
the assembly decreed that their land could be confisca. te,d, the tolerance 
of the f§migr&s had reached the end of its limits. They turned im-.. 
pg.tiently to the monarchs of E".irope and demande,d immedia. te a.ssiat.ance. 
Indicative of their mood is a pamphlet directed "Aux Puissa.nce de l' 
Europe" which was written during those early months of •92. 10 In it, 
all of Europe was condemned for having sat benignly by as France wa.a 
"blackened by civil war and reddened with blood.ull / /' The emigre princes 
were applauded for their "ardent, generous and noble'' acts but the fact 
that all of their efforts had brought only "the cold meeting at Pillnitr.1111 
:~ 
-was a situation no true lover of justice and order could continue to 
tolerate.12 Leopold, the article insisted, was the cause of the present 
state of affairs. In reaction to his indecision and circumspection, 
the French Assembly had assumed more power and prestige then eyer should 
have been permitted by any monarch dedicated to the maintenance of order 
on the Continent.1 3 The implication of the piece was clear; Le.opold 
-was lagging behind the parade he should have been leading. No prince 
worthy of the title could tolerate remonstrances of this nature for 
long without taking some sort of action. 
As if in reply, an announcement signe·d by "all the sovereigns of 
Europe" was published in March of 1792.14 In that di.a.tribe the .. princes 
of Europe•• launched a searing attack on the French Assembly and savagely 
condemned aJ] the events which had occured within the confines of that 
realm during the course of the preceeding three years. In vb.at was 
termed the "hope of insuring tranquility'' the monarchs declared "t.o 
(their) own f'aithf"ul subjects" th.at were the situation con.fined t-0 the 
French nation alone it would have been difficult enough to endure. How-
ever, such cancers were obviously malignant and with the help of French 
revolutionary agents and pamphlets the disease was capable of infecting 
the whole of Europe.15 Obviously such a.n eventuality could not be 
allowed. 
In accordance with this, the concerned powers were prepared to 
ta..~e the following preventative measures. Because the French were 
~sing the most dispicable of methods to force their ideas on others, the 
European princes wo.uld permit emigre committees situa.ted within their 
countries to behave in a similar manner. By this decree organized 
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groups of French 8migr8s were permitted to maintain secret correspon-
dance with similar groups throughout Europe and with sympathetic groups 
within France.
16 
The plans, ideas, and goals of all of these rroup~ 
would be co-ordinated by a primary committee which would be sic.ua ted 1n 
the capital of each sympathetic country. 17 Finally it was stated that 
the findings and intensions of each of these groups would be related 
to the monarchs of Europe in the hope that concerted anC: eZ-:ective 
action might be the ultimate result. 18 In the closing paragraph, the 
sovereign princes of Europe declared that though they regretted the 
necessity of having to take up arms against "so sweet and peace loYing 
a nation as the French,,••• if events should progress to that point, 
they would do so with strength and determinationt" 19 
This declaration issued in March 1792 made the issues so clear 
that it motivated much of 'What occured during that monumental spring 
and summer. 
First of all, the declaration of the "Confederation" made it 
completely and irrevocably evident that the 0migr0s were dedicated to 
the f'inal and absolute destruction of the Revolution, no matter what 
the price. In reaction to this the French Legislative Assembly ordered 
on April 8, 1792 the first great law on emigration. 
Th is was o:r :i_~ a!"' i l v· 
. . 
an htplementation of the sequestration ordinance of the previous Feb:ru.ary. 
Under its direction each Commune and municipality was to compose a list 
of those persons who had left their property since 1 July 1789. These 
names were to be submitted to the departments and the composite lists 
were finally to be posted. Those whose names appeared on these lista 
were condemned as 8Jlligr8s and hence, enemies of the state. As such their 
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property was considered to be liable for confiscation and they would 
be permitted to return to live in France only if they had returned to 
France since February 9, 1792 or would do so within one month of the 
promulgation of the bill. Those who returned between those dates were 
to be doubly taxed and would have their names deleted from the active 
citizen list for two years. Those who desired to come home after that 
time would not be permitted to serve the nation as active citizens for 
ten years. The Assembly, obviously intent upon reassuring not only the 
people, but itoelf as well, of its supreme control of the situation 
opened the path by this order to more severe legistration should it later 
be deemed necessary. Furthermore they were making a return to France, 
to those who had left, as unattractive as possible. 
Another fact made evident by the "Confederation's" declaration 
was that the new France had several irreconcilable enemies in the 
sovereign princes of Europe. Considering themselves to be faced with 
the most evil of plots a:imed at destroying both their sovereignty and 
and the ideals of the Revolution, the deputies to the Legislative Assembly 
declared war on the "King of Hungary and Bohemia" on April 20, 1792. 
That "Declaration of the Confederation" contained other implicatione 
which though not nearly so obvious had effects which were every bit 
as important and which dug deep into the complexion of the Revolution 
· that year. The princes had alluded to "sym.pa. the tic groups" with in 
the confines of France which were dedicated to aiding the efforts of 
the 8migr&s. Now that war had firuu.J.y come, it was more necessary than 
ever to discover exactly who these traitors were and to dispose of them 
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in order that they would not impair the efforts of the French goTerrment 
to bring the open conflict to a speedy and decisive erid. 
A special committee was appointed in May to study the problem and 
their report, which was quickly announced before the Assembly·, brou;;ht 
legislative action almost immediately. According to that committee, 
one of the most influential counter-revolutiona.r:v groups exis:.in~ in 
France at that time was composed of the refactory priests. ·:'hese in-
dividuals, it was reported, had oper1ly confesse-d in their failure to 
take the Oath to Civil Constitution that they ·..;ere opposed -:o :.ha ;::oala 
of the Revolutuon and consequently they had the most to Rain :rom its 
demise. The very fact, the committee said, th.at the~1 ... ere all in con-
currence implied that they were a party to conspirac:/ 8.r:d ir;~~i;:ue. 
One constitutional Bishop named Ichon condemned all nor.:-jurors b~{ 
declaring them to be permanent members of the "Austrian Committee" 
'Who denounced by secret propaganda. all of the principles of the Revol1:1tion. 
He added that the threat they posed was doubly dant:erous :or the:r 1JX ~s :e-d 
in every corner of the nation. The solution recommended by the com-
mittee was sim.ple--banish themt 20 
In compliance, the assembly decreed that as of May 27, 1792, an,y 
non-juring priest could be deported upon the request of twenty· active 
citizens residing in his commune. Thus, another new avenue vas opened 
to further and more severe legislation. 
The priests however, were not the only supJ)Osed cohorts of the 
anigres to come under severe attack during those first months of var. 
Things did not go well for France on the field of battle and by the 
end of May the papers were full of reports indica tin,,: :h.a t vaa 
in danger of being put under seige.21 The resultant panic vhich ~ripl)lld 
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the city was witnessed in the actions of everyone, from the mo st re-
spected of the deputies to the lowliest of passive citizens. The Asseably 
assuming that it could trust no one, declared its self to be in perm.anent 
authority as of 28 May and decreed that the nation was in a st.ate o:~ ~he 
ioost extreme danger. The Assembly was, by this action, pointing a• ac-
cusative finger at the only other authority which legally existed in the 
realm at that time, who was, of course, the King. But the action they 
took was both belated and incidental when compared with that -which vas 
already transpiring at the Tuilleries. As early as 20 May, Petion 
reported that it had been necessary to place an extra guard at the royal 
residence - not so much, he indicated, to protect those inside ...._. I .. , : rom tne 
ones outside as vice versa.22 The Assembly was obviously in concurrence 
when they ordered that the King's guard be disbanded completely. By 
1 June the stage was set for the anniveraary celebration of the King's 
flight. 
It is not necessary to dealve here into the events which occured 
on that day, however, the investigation sponsored by the Assembly con-
cerning the first invasion of the Tuilleries does provide us with some 
interesting comment on that affair. The report which came out of the 
investigation insists again and again throughout its 121 p.ages that the 
people who had"visited" the apartments of the royal family that d.a.y 
were interested in establishing one thing - where the loyalty of the 
monarchs rested.25 As later events would indicate, though Louis hand.led. 
that first confrontation, he did not succeed in 
completely dispelling the doubts which had created it. It would take 
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however, the publication of a notorious proclamation that 8'WIDler to 
rally those same doubts and to finally transform. them into the ang·ry 
condemnation of August 10. 
Though the Parisi.ans had left the Tulleries ea.rly in the evening 
of 20 June and returned to their respective quarters, undisperse·d ten-
sion continued to grip the city that night, the next da:l, an·d on into 
the following weeks. There was no trust, no easing of hosti.lities; all 
seemed to be waiting a signal for insurrection to begin. Finall:.r on 1 August, the incentive came in the form of the Brunswick Manifesto. This document served as the epitome of all the influence cor1te:!ipo:r-ary 
course of the ~evolution. w'hile 
other pamphlets had goaded, threatened, and insense·d the revolution-
aries to take action, this defiant piece coming as it did, just at the point of the most extreme tension, fired what has c,ome to be called 
"the second revolution." 
Though its structure had originally been drafted by the King and Queen themselves, these two ha.d withheld their sanction at the last 
moment. Situated as they were in the heart of Paris they reali~&d the 
situation was far too incendiary not to become ignited should thft piece be published.24 The emigres, however, viewing the scene from across 
the Rhine, did not perceive things as they should have. ·:-heir lack of perception was caused by the great distance which separa.ted theim fro• the danger, by their own over expanded ego or most likely by some coa-bination of the two. At aey rate it led them to edit Louis' version, 
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remove all the consiliatory passages and to submit the result for 
the approval of the allied commander, the Duke o: B:r-unsvick. In its 
newly revised form, it swept through the streets of Paris in those 
early days of August. 25 
It is no wonder it set Paris afire for it declared that in their 
quest to restore order to the French nation the powers of Eu::rone •ould 
destroy any and all who opposed their advance. Paris was ordered t.o 
submit to the King immediately upon pain of "an exemplary and ever 
memorable vengeance" or the city would be the subject of a :nos~ brutal 
"military punishment and destruction. n26 The city which had ah.ra:,'5 
been sensitive to this kind of literature seathed under the pressure 
induced by the "Brunswick Manifesto" for several days and finally 
exploded in the havoc of August 10. 
As one reads through the papers and pamphlets which vere published 
du.ring the month which followed that fatal day, one is struck by the 
uncertainty which underlies each article and essay. Added to dis-
quieting notes concerning the first mutinies in the Vend0e and similar 
uprisings in Brittany are the stories of Lafayette's attempted att..ck 
on Paris and his subsequent flight. There are also tracts on the nu.iaber 
of organizational problems facing the country and of the search :'or some 
centralized authority. 
The reader is left with a picture of extreae 
confusion and disorder.27 
In the midst of it, the Assembly continued to convene and pronounce 
decrees against those who were their enemies, or those who 'Were alle,,edly 
so. First among these, again, were the refractory priests, vho stj]J 
resided inside the borders. The decree of May 27 had apparently not been 
·effective enough to rid the nation of these "undesirable!?," and so 
a more dra.stic ruling "\·Tas considered both necessary ~~nd expcdin.nt. 
According to the decree o:f J\-ugust 26, 1792 ;').11 non-.]u1~c)!'~· wr:re ordered 
to leave Fr~ce within "fifteen days. T!:ose 11ho did not cor:ro ly, ox-... 
. 
eluding the aged and the sick, ·were to be physically deported .~1.fter 
that time. 
A vast percentage of the clergy ha.d not taken the o:tth a...Y'ld con-
sequently a massive exodus was launched in the n~_rl;,r ,: ~vs of ~Jo~• ember. 2 ts 
·'!'he government and most Frenchmen considered themselves well rici of t.!1.ia 
"parasitic" portion of the population. 
The situation however was far too critical to be rectified solely 
by· the deportation of the clergy. To h2.ve unloaded these nt:.!Tsons as 
a drain, or a potential drain on the nationaJ. treasury, 
solution to the :problems facing a war-battered France. 
,. 
ilu t ·,·i n .. r . 1n ex-
pensive business and in September of 1792 t~e government noecled rnoP.ey 
immediately. ln order that they might procure it, the As~embly ordered 
on September 6, that the prope:·ty of all 1-:no~·m ' De 
and sold as quickly as possible so that t11e neces!":ary m0ne:r "'riOuld ·oo 
made available. 
Gradually, as September wore on, the f,sren.t confu~ion which had 
shaken the country for so long began to subside. 
a newly ordered governing body v;as established :it the !i'tt..'10"-o 
the sections o:f Paris ack.nowleci~sec_ tl1e ;1.uthori ty of t::e :,n.ti:Jnn.! Con-
vention. Durl. ng those S ~"'- e -~ ~y C" rln }1 e P T"UP ,--~ i _~; r O .• ~ -. ••""' r-:; ·1· ~.f 8 ·,.; ·,~ : Ch ), '""> 11 <;_ .'..l__l ! \...a.. ( ... I. ..> ' .... ..... u .. ....... ' - .. ... -~- ~ ~ I< .__ • ... 
,_.. ~ .... 
.. _"if "' 't' "J- • .. '-" 
Massacres, was deterred and the :provincial insurrections vere oon tn .. ined 
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at least for the moment. With a revitalized air of confidence, the 
Revolutionary government got down to the business of dismantli~ 
... the monarchy. 
..._. 
Late in September and through the remainder of the fall the 
French were to witness the condemnation of Louis XVI. Article uoon 
.. 
article was published disclosing the evidence to be used against 
the former monarch should he be brought to trta.1.. All of these pieces, 
which were based upon material found among the personal papers of the 
King,29 very effectively condemned him as a traitor to his people 
, 
and fata]ly linked him to every 8migres plot at counter-revolution 
which had ever been imagined.JO 
., 
Throughout that expose every new scrap of evidence further defined 
all 8migr8s as perpetual enemies of the new France and in accordance 
with this the legislature adopted what it considered to be appropriJlte 
measures. On 25 October 1792, all 0migr8s were banished forever froa 
the French Republic under penalty of death should they return, 11nd 
on 15 November, those who had re-entered the nation under the ausnices 
of the acts of the preceeding year were invited to re-emigrate vithi.n 
fifteen days. 
The year of confrontation was coming to an end.1 the tensions 
occasioned by war and by the "Second Revolution" had throw"T: the 8111igri, 
the patriot, and all of Europe into a new dimension. All ..ould have 
to await the events of 1793 and the Terror to see where this nev 
dimension would lead • 
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.., Chapter 5 "The Emigres and the Terror 1793-9.4• 
The battles of late September 1792 had been decidedly favorable to the embryonic French Republic and that was the note upon which the contenders had retired to their respective corners as the winter of that year set in. 
The allied powers of Europe, feeling somewhat sheepish in their ignonimous defeat returned to less hostile territory as the cr~soness of autumn filled the air. There they found the ·emigr-€, forces waiting to greet them. It was apparent that a re-evaluation of the situation would be very advisable before a second offensive was attffmpted. In the meantime, no new "Brunswick Manifesto" would be issued. Very little was to be heard from the allied front either in the !ora of mi].itary or verbal onslaughts for quite sometime to come. 
A similar calm settled over the French nation as the terrible disruptions of the previous 
l.ast subsided. One gets the impression upon reading the articles presented b~r the popular press during that time that the entire nation had been stunned by the events so recently endured and that it was only now reviving and taking inventory of the situation in which it was finding itself. Nearly all the essays produced during those days reflected an air of reserve and a propensity for all that was reasonable and order~d. Noticeably missiJlg was the spark a.nd fire which had dominated the papers 
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during the previous months. 
There was one note-worthy exception to this, of course. During 
the months of Deeember and January, Louis Capet "ci.-devant Roi" was 
brought to trjal and the popular press reporte<l every accusation ~nd 
shred of evidence religiously.l The guilt of the king vas hov,ever, 
apparently not a very inflamatory issue and even the de'na. :.~os concerning 
the punishment his crimes deserved does not seem to have caused !?nich 
controversy. None of the papers contain even a hint o: dlssention 
over the Convention's decision and all pamphlet collections a.re 
strangely silent on the subject. It is entirely possible t·'.'"';..A ".., this 
apparent lack of reaction was due to the fact that the kin,::' s --... ria.l 
appeared almost reasonable when compared to the far more bar·o.a,rous 
methods employed in Paris during the previous Sep~e:nbe~. At an)" rate, 
even this note-worthy affair failed to excite much inflam.ator:r li':erature. 
The oalm however, was destined to be broken soon therea.fter as 
the events of February and March shook the nation out of its lethargy 
with one shock after another. 
Throughout the winter months, delegates from the Europea.n bel-
ligerents had been in correspondance with one another in the hope that 
some grounds for the settlement of hostilities might 'oe :ound. 
demands offered by one, however, were never compatible ,.ri th the ide.a.la 
of the other and consequently no agreement could be reached. Bv the end ... 
of the King's trial it was apparent th.at the war ' . ' ' + wa.s ae s:. ined. ~o continue. 
In addition, the establishment of the Republic incurred the •Tat.h 
of two new nations - England and Holland, and as the months progressed 
their alliance with France's enemies became increasingiy inevitable. 
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Finally on February 1, the Convention declared war on the English and the Dutch on the grounds that they too had violated her ri~ht~ as a nation. When Spain was found guilty of a similar misdemea.r:or, !Joon thereafter, it too was added to the list of countries in open combat with France. 
I 
Added to this, of course, came the revolt of the Vandee in Maroh and when on the fifteenth of that month France witnessed the der:c:~~ __ :an .. of Dumouriez, the situation she faced was most critical. The country was in danger of attack from virtually every power in Europe and inte:r-nal war was swiftly driving a dagger into her back. At the same ti.rne she was beset with military insubordination, a severe economic crisis and rampant nisorder everywhere. How could such a situation be contai.nedt In late March, Les Revolution ••• , viewed the situation in this waya 
' 
"The danger to the country has never been so t?,rave •• Our troubles no longer merely emanate from beyond our borders but are now springing up within the nation as wello ( 1r~ a}_l :':onts -both to the east and to the west 9 the 1,rar goes l)adl::ao?(f Cur blood is desired by foreigners and Vendeans ali}:e ar:ci ot:: .. er.emies are circulating through all the departments predict.,in .. :~~ the dis-solution of the National Convention and -the re-est~.-:i.blishment of royalty. Under such extreme circumstances the Convention must assume the most extreme revolutionary pewers."3 
One finds however, during this period no more diatribes directed , against the "monstrous" ~migres and there appear to be no mo!'"e journals who devoted entire editions to the threat which the emi.g;res oosad. Thia ~~ ... ? sudden dearth of anti-~migrb material causes one to wonder if perhaps somehow that group of ex-patriots had ceased to exist as a threat to the nation. This of course was not the case, in March of 1793, the "111.gNa 
6J 
were still very :much involved in the counter-revolution. In !act, 
with open civil war finally flaring in France, their cause had neTer 
seemed so strong, nor had their hopes ever before been so high. The 
fact is, rather, that fewer tracts concerning emigr~ action appea.red 
after the first months of 1793 because the threat they posed •Rs se-
verely dwarfed by that presented by all of Europ,e and by the internal 
disruption. 
Thus, it is evident that our study of t.he contempora.ry 11 tera ture 
has again revealed the situation not so much as it reall:,,r 'Was, but a;;a.in, 
in the way in which it appeared to those who viewed it. The role of 
6migre was seen to have diminished greatly as events were to evolve 
after the death of Louis. Consequently the activities o~ these oersona . 
assumed a less prominent role in the literature of the Revolution as vel.l. 
As the "Mountain" assumed the command, the pr'Oblem of the emigr11s vas 
dealt with increasingly as just another facet of the many grave queation• 
facing the revolutionary government. 
In this vein, the law concerning the e.migr,a which vas passed on 
March 28, 1793, can be viewed as just one step in the great strides 
taken by the Convention that month. Hence, though it was b:r :ar the 
most severe legislation ever to be leveled against the emi~res, in 
light of all the other emergency decrees announced that month, Les 
Revolutions ••• could report its adoption with very little au.xilary co?llllent.4 
Nevertheless the law of March 28 was devastating in its compre-
hensiveness. By it, all emigr,s were banished foreTer from France, 
considered civily dead and all their properties were declared to be 
goods of the state. These three together, the decree stated, meant 
that no '1rlgre could, at that time or ever after lay claim to, inherit, 
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or bequeath any property a.bandoned during the Revolution. In addition 
and here is seen the centralizing intentions of the "Mountain", all 
lists of ~migr~s including descriptions of their goods were to be com-
piled and submitted to the Minister of the Interior. In this vay, the 
errors of duplication which were inherent in the decrees of the previous 
year could be avoided. The entire operation was to be handle<l far more 
efficiently. All military officials and municipalities were ordere<l 
likewise to submit the names of those soldiers and public officials who j 
had deserted their posts, in order that the state might termir~ '(,e all 
pg.yments such individuals might be receiving.· There was appa.rer~tl:r, 
before 1793, a great deal of inefficiency in this realm of finance a.nd 
those now gaining control of the <lbnvention were insistant that the 
situation be remedied. 
In reaction to the internal situation, the March 28 decree was 
also aimed at anyone who appeared to favor emi~r~ projects or who had 
sent the children or ~migres out of the country~. Also included wer·e 
those subject to bribery, and persons convicted of r\U'Jlishing arms, 
horses or munitions to the enemies of the Republic. All were to be 
tried and punished as though they were captured emigres. In a further 
attempt at strengthening the internal situation, the decree stated 
that the parents of all emigrated persons who were under the age of 
twenty-one were ordered to pay the daily wages of one soldier of the 
Republic for each emigrated child. This article was retroac~ive ~ 
1 January 1792. It is evident th.at this anti-emigr~ law was every 
bit as practical as it was punitive. By it, the very fa.ct that a 
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portion of the population had quit the country, vas converted froa a 
liability into an asset. 
,,,. As has been noted, the attention paid to the 6migres as an is-
olated threat to the Republic seems to have diminish&d greatly as 
1793 wore on. Most of what was written during the later sorinr 11.nd 
• 
early summer was concerned with the Brissotins and the ~reat triAls 
facing the nation within the capital itself. What notice was given to 
provincial and external problems was directed at foreir:n troop maneuvers, 
the civil war and the confrontations these involved. It was inherent 
that 8Jlligr6 activity served as only a footnote to these. 
One is struck too, however, by the fact that of the many tracts 
published on every subject during those hectic months, !5mivr€> bravado 
:oo longer filled even a small percentage of the space it had once re-
quired. All the newspapers of the period from l78C-l7<'.i} had • 
~een forced 
to devote at least a minm.um amount of attention to these 
only because they were too numerous and obnoxious to be i,;noro<l, and. 
all pamphlet collections which have preserved vesti.il;es of infonu.tion 
1793, however, this ty-pe of material simply seems to 
disaoo·ear a.r::i 
. . 
from that time abound with ~migr~ brochures. A.fter the :irst months of 
curious student is here presented with a new puzzle. What creat&d this 
phenomenon? 
The answer to this question has al.ready part1a]ly been indica.t&d 
by the fact that within a year's time (March l?S2-March 179]) tho maiber 
of enemies France possessed had grown from one isolated group, the ea1.gr.., 
to a figure which accounted for practically every Europe.1.n pover. Hence, 
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.,. the role played by the emigres had diminished and the positions held by 
their leaders had been greatly upstaged. So resentful were Artois and 
his associates of this turn of events, that by the fall of 1793, they 
withdrew from the theater of conflict completely arrl embarked for more 
settled areas to wait out the war. Under these circumstances thou~h 
the emigre's numbers were greatly increased as civil war and the Terror 
enveloped the nation, the group at the same time, relinquished, to a 
large extent, its identity as a separate counter-revolutionary force, and 
thus was barely capable of speaking as one. Those ~migr6s who remained 
actively belligerent were simply assimilated by the mass conflict which 
encompassed the entire continent by that time. 
However, if most ~migras were content to allow their identity to 
vanish, the "Mountain," still intent upon using the group to advance 
its own purposes, was not. The report of the .. Committee of the Alienation 
of the Domains" which was delivered in the early fall of 1793 ~ives us 
some insight as to exactly what those pur:poses were. "T.he Republic,•• 
that committee stated, "which has been forced by events to use the most 
-:,.. extraordinary methods to support its own survival, has found a precious 
resource in the sale of the goods and properties of the emigres.5 It is 
·the duty of this committee to find the most advantagious means by which 
· to do this."6 At that time, the committee which considere,d itself t-0 
have created a highly effecitve system suggested that all emigre p~operty be sold to the highest bidder so that the financial situation of the 
nation might be most effectively ameliorated. In addition it was re-
commended that al] chateaux and surrounding pe.rks belonging to the emigrea 
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be sold as quickly as possible and that local officials be cha.rp;ed vith 
cftviding al 1 lands into smaller lots in order that 11 larJ;:er na.rket !!!4';ht 
" result.? In complying, the Convention made a concession to the peasant 
who bad been unable to purchase the larger tracts which had 
been put on the auction block. In addition, the report .... . . con ~lnect a 
detailed process by which all sales might be handled most effectively 
and the means by which the creditors of the emigres mi~ht 
placated.B The Convention, eager to make use of this "valuable resource• 
accepted the committee's report and decreed it to be law. 
Apparently most pamphlets dealinF; exclusively ;.ith the ~i~rtls, vhich 
appeared during the remainder of the year, were writter. ir. a simi1a?" 
vein and contained only enough emotion to justify the further acts o! 
sequestration ordered by the Convention.9 
It is thus evident aa the 
Terror moved into its most advanced stages the 6Jllii:riis exis:;,xi, :-:o':. 
so much as a threat to the safety and welfare of the French r..a.tion, 
but rather as an instrument which was used to further the ends oft.be 
directors of the Revolution. 
This fact is most forcefu]ly emphasized when one revievs the litera-
ture and events of 1794 to the time of the Thermidorean Reaction. 
beginning of that period, the threat posed by the Ver.d~a.ns, hy the other 
muncipalities which had been in revolt, and by all o~~ Urn :'oreL:r. a?"?l!iea, 
virtna]ly, had been destroyed. In effect, nearly eve1;r group which iu.d 
opposed the authority of the Gonvention in March of 1793 had been subdued 
:in one way or another. Still the Terror continued unabated. In a •iall&r 
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manner, though the threat posed by the ~migres during the courne of 
1793 had never appeared: terribly g-rave, and though th:1.t thre·~t ~Mao 
virtually non-existent during the first half o·r 1794, the Con~vontion 
continued to entertain the most severe me~~sures ~gainst emi,~r11.tion it 
h d . d d 10 a ever consi ere. 
How is this apparent incongruity explained? The answer is evident 
·in the opening paragraphs of a report submitted to the I~ntionn.1 Con~1ontion b th d t E h . 11 y e epu y, sc asseriaux. In those lines, tr1P.t gentleman firct 
made mention of the fact that he had been 
viewing and reorganizing all the laws which had ever been p;i.~:sed ·.r,;'~nst. 
the emigres. In accordance with this, ~schasseriaux announced ti1at 1:is 
endeavors would enable the C'onvention to "(do) away with all the ob-
stacles which lhad) slowed down the progress of revoluti0na.ry administra-
12 tion by hindering all revolutionary movement." It is thus ovide::t :.!1;--..t 
Eschasseriaux' suggestion E ... nd all the other current actions of tt-~e Con-
vention were nothing but the means by 1·lhicr1 Robespierr"e' s "Republic 
of Virtue" might be realized. ln eager ,:u1ticipation of that :::;t;i.te, 
the Convention accepted the proposal in what was to be the fin:~l anti-
emigre legislation of the Revolution. 
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Chapter 6 "The Emigr$s and the Thermidorean Reaction" 
The moment Robespierre and his cohorts fell under the bl.a.de of 
the guillotine in July of 1794, the condition of the 8migr8s seems to 
have assumed a completely new aspect. This change was occasioned first 
by the return of a number of the most recent Elmigr·Els who, in the words 
of one among them, viewed "the fall of the tyrant ••• as the si,;nal of 
deliverance."
1 
With them crune Ml1!lors that a new 8migr8 offensive waa 
about to be launched and that the agents of Royalism were busy circulating 
their ideas throughout the country.2 Hence immedialtey after the fall of 
Robespierre the ~migr9s again assumed the identity of a counter-revolution-
a:ry force. 
Such a possibility, no matter how iJ ]-founded these rumors may haYe 
been, was enough to put the unstable government on the offensive. In 
an announcement written by Chenier and endorsed by the committee of 
.-. 
Public Safety and that of Sur8t~ Generale, all Bmigr·Ss were assured that 
'they would never be permitted to impune that liberty which was bathed in 
the blood of those who at long last could enjoy it." Chenier went on 
to insist that while a treaty with the Vendeans was about to be ratified, ,/ 
no --0ne must mistake these acts of prudence for signs of weakness. That 
agreement implicitly stated that above all, the laws and tenets of the 
French R~blic were to be respected. Hence, no dissension was to be 
tolerated.J He further declared that in accordance with previous policy, 
any 8migr, found on French soil was to be taken immediately before a tri-
bi.tnal and tried in accordance with the law and ths.t any person who had 
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been deported but who had returned, had exactly one month to re-emigrate 
or he too would be tried before a criminal court. 4 The French govern-
ment it would seem was prepared for, and well armed against ar1y attempted 
coup. 
Nothing even vaguely resembling such a threat actually m.ator:\a)~sed. however, over the succeeding months and as the rumors dissipated, so 
did governmental stringency. Before very long a number of pamphlets 
appeared which spoke favorably of the readmission of some emigrated 
groups. One of these written by the d~uty Roederer suggested it vas 
possible to divide the emigres into three groups; those who had left before September 1792, those who left between that time and )Jo.,r 
. ~--' 31, 1793. 
and those who had emigrated after that date.5 Of these three, he felt 
that many of those who fell within the last two catevories . ~ - ,. :-1.ao :1na 
a reasonably legitimate reason for having taken ilight and 5hould 
possibly be admitted into the nation. 6 
Roederer's arguement was supported by a similar one presented by J. Marchena. at about the same time. That deputy also SJ)OKe in favor 
of those who had taken to flight after September 2, 1792. contention 
was that although many who deserted the countr-tJ at that time vere actually guilty of crimes against the state, many others vho had fled vere not. 
"Is it not better," he concluded, .. to readmit one hundred g-ullty ones 
that one innocent patriot might return to his homelandt 117 How great..ly 
the tone of the times had changed! 
The Convention though not prepared to readmit ex-patriated persons 
at quite the rate suggested by these deputies, did nevertheless 'be:gin 
?2 
•• 
... 
gradually to reverse previous decisions. _., the law of December 1/, 11~4, 
emigrant naval officers and sailors were permitted to return so long 
as they embarked immediately on sl1ips of the I{eriutlic •, r, a' ( .--. .. on J n.nun..ry 1, 
17.95, amnesty 1-1as granted to all manual ~;orkers, pe~tcci.nts, and ·~rtin 7l...'1S 
who had emigrated after ftlay 1, 1793. These r,ere only th.a firot oxa.m-: loa 
of a great many decrees to be pronowiced in f;-i_vor of the er:-.iPTlin as time 
passed and those who responded to them ~ere 
those who 11ere to return to .rrance during the cou.rse ot· t11e nt)Xt tventy 
years • 
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Conclusion 
,/ 
Emigr~ scholarship has told us much about those groups which deserted 
France during the great rlevolution. In the pages of the m.a.n:t works ..,;hich 
have been devoted exclusively to that subject, one finds such graphic 
description of virtually every aspect of their . .... exis 1..,ence that it S99ffl8 
that no facet of the emigration has been overlooked. It is necess,q~r • 
however, to place this information within the confines of its ow-r. ;,eriod. 
When this is done, by means of the contemporary pamph_lets and jourP..als, 
the actual role played by the emigres becomes evident. At no 
that group exert a direct influence upon the course of events in :.-!"ance. 
Throughout their existence they remained disorganized; the emi~res were 
singularly ineffective as a direct threat to the progress of the Revo-
lution. 
The contemporary media illustrate well, however, that the indirect 
impact which the 'emigres had on current events was staggerin..z.;. During 
the first three years of the Revolution, they existed as the O r) 1 ~r o-o-a .._.,._ 1 • 
~· . 
fessed enemies which the new government possessed. As their numbers 
increased and as rumors and pamphlets concerning their intentions swept 
through France with mounting frequency and brashness, the threat they 
appeared to pose precipitated a growing concern. Eventually that concern 
reached such a peak that legislative action became inevitable. Many of 
the revolutionary measures assumed by the National .A.ssemtJl:1 durin~ that 
period were the result of this process which climaxed in the "Second 
Revolution" of August 10. 
• 
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A±*ter that time the position of the emigres underwent an a.1 terntion. 
No longer in the vanguard of counter-revolutionary 2.ctiv1.ty, tr1e exir;:c,r:ce 
of that group and the threat they supposedly presented to the Hepublic 
were employed by the T',iountain to just11·y the heiE~htened revolutionary 
activity of the Terror. 
That threat was a sham, however, and this fact became only too olen.r 
:a.f.ter the demise of Hobespierre. W1 th the Thermidorean lteactior: c~ ... -:-.ti one 
final alteration. ln sympathetic pamphlets, conciliatory art1clos .md 
finally in legis~ative decre~s, tnose who had .. survi v ·-:a the Revolution 
within French borders invited their scattered brothers to return. 
A Bibliographic Sketch 
My preliminary research for this paper led me to an essay vritten 
by John H. Jensen contained in the prefatory pages of the c11".:.;a.:o~·uo 
of The Maclure Collection of French Revolutiona.r\r Material. l 
article outlined, in a most helpful manner, those \.AJrks and collections 
~ich were available to the French Revolutionarv histor·v .st1J.riflr.7", w~o ' 
must confine his studies to the eastern coast of the United States. 
His remarks directed my attention to the collections held in tvo 
libraries in particular in the Middle Atlantic area; about these I 
now feel qualified to speak with some measure of authority. 
Over the past thirty years, the French Revolutionary ~aterial 
possessed by Princeton University and housed in the Firestone Libra.ry 
there, has been greatly augmented through the efforts of Professor 
Robert R. Palmer. Professor Palmer, who is well known for his vork 
in this vital area, recognized the need for the collection and ordering 
of as much materia] as could possibly be obtained. As a result, 
Princeton is now the home, not only of a fine library of seconda.ry 
source material, but also of several excellent primary sources as . . 
well. Most note-worthy of these are the "john :-:. Scheide ':ollection• 
and the "Andre de Coppet Collection" which are both held in the ~are 
Book Room-of the Fir~stone Library. Both focus on letters of French 
&nigr4's who escaped to the United States and thro'W a great deal of 
light, not only on their particular situation but on the situation of 
France as a whole, as well. 
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Two other collections are kept on the regular circulation shelves: 
the "C. B. Rogers Collectionu and the "Gustave Bord Collection". The 
first of these contains some five hundred pamphlets dealing with all 
aspects of the Revolution in a most general and unordered manner. The 
"Bord Collection" is larger and deals more specifically with the soc1a.l 
and e<:onomic ramifications of the Revolution. Both collections car.ta.in 
excellent primary source material for the French Revolutionary history 
student. 
The collection I found most informative at Princeton, however, 
was that of W. P. Weaver, This is composed of some seventy-five 
volumes, each of which contains excellent pamphlets on every aspect 
of French Revolutionary life. I found it a great deal easier to use 
the "Weaver Collection" than the others possessed by Princeton because 
it was the only one which was chronologically bound. The problem is, 
of course, that many of the pamphlets published during those ti.mes did 
not carry the names of their authors. This is understandable when one 
recalls the methods of censorship which were then employed. Unfortunately, 
many of these same pamphlets did not disclose a date of composition or 
of publication and the problem of cataloging has consequentl:.r been very 
difficult. The persons who bound the .. Weaver Collection" attempted to 
overcome this problem by first grouping dated pamphlets under separate 
covers and then, having read the undated pamphlets for content, approxi-
mated dates and added them to the dated works. While their efforts 
were successful for the most part, there are many pamphlets which are 
.most definitely misplaced. 
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These problems, while they certainly do not negate the worth of any 
of these collections, do impede the progress of the student who :nu.st 
pour over volume after volume of pamphlets, in order not to miss thoae 
which pertain to his subject. Were ea.ch collection accomp,inied by· so•e 
sort of catalogue of at least the titles of .the pamphlets Rnd n r O· "',__ ,,._ ._ ' ... • '{_.'! ~ 
p,nding guide to volume and page number, the entire process of usin.: 
these materials would be ma.de a good deal easier. 
Jensen's essay also led me to the Librar:l of the University of 
Pennsylvania. There, in the general catalogue, one can fir.d about one 
thousand miscellaneous pamphlets on nearly any aspect of the Revolution. Under the title the "Carey Collection" a number of works principly deal-
ing with the economic problems of the time can be found. There are, 
in addition, the "Lingaud Family Papers" which, like the persona_l letters possessed by Princeton, contain both general and specific inforaation on 
the subject of the Revolution. 
Most impressive however, not only for its sheer volume but because O'f the order which has been given to it, is the ••Maclure Collection''. This is a vast grouping of some 25,000 items dealing ..nth virtually 
every topic ever pursued under the subject of French Revolutiora.r:r 
history. It has been ordered, catalogued and bound into 14,60 volume•• 
The process of cataloguing these pamphlets was far from easy and 
the efforts employed are admirable i.ndeed. Allegedl:l ;z:a thered in the 
early 19th century by an eminent Philadelphia merchant ar.d radic•l social 
reformer, WiJ]jam s. Maclure, 2 the pamphlets passed upon his death to 
the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences.3 There they reaai.ned 
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unused for a nUl!lber of decades until fina.lly they were purchased by 
the Historical Society of Pennsylvania. 4 This organ~zation, app&rently 
had neiiher the funds nor the facilities needed to handle the oroblem 
adequately. So discouraged did they become, that other projects were ~oon given precedence and eventua]Jy the endeavor was forgotten completely.5 
Again this wealth of information sat neglected for a numher of years. Then, in 1949 • the collection was obtained by the University· of Per.nsy·l Tani.a. 6 During the first years of the 1960's several professors associated vith 
that school finally assumed the Herculean task of ca.t.alot-:uing the Ma.clure pamphlets. Their efforts by the middle of the decade finally bore fruit.? The material which is now bound by a combination of subject matter and 
chronology is housed in the Rare Book Room of the Van Pelt Libr~ry, and 
the catalogue which accompanies it facilitates its use as a t0ol o: re-
search. The collection is now in the process of being micro-filme-d a.nd 
will soon be available in its entirety to an_y organization ·which might 
make use of the information it provides. 
So vast is this collection that apparently there is not a single 
subject which it does not touch. The collector of the mater1al sav fit 
to include a number of journals, such as Le Courrier des Province, Ciorsas• paper, and Prudhomme' s Les Revolutions de Paris. Also includecl are a 
myriad of legislative decrees and uprojets decretstt which wer-e printed a.nd published with accompanying views and observations. All of thi~ is 1n 
addition to the vast number of individual pamphlets which were written 
and published during those very exciting years. 
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The cataloguers of the Maclu.re Collection are to be co-ended for 
the f'ine contribution they have made to the field of French Revolutiona.ry 
research. Re-ordering and microfiJmini,: F;reatly facilit.ate the use of 
such m.at~rial and infinitely extend its availability, 
find that Lehigh University possesses two eXA111ples of pro"ress in this 
direction in the "Parliamentary Archives" and the collection entitled 
"French Historical Pamphlets"they have in their microf i1m :·ile 
It is hoped that other persons might follow these examples and use the 
.foremats which have been devised to order and make available for vider 
use, the collections guarded so carefully by so :many of our universities • 
.... 
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